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This dissertation reviewed extant literature about McGuire’s 

distinctiveness theory, the Elaboration Likelihood Model of Persuasion, in-group 

bias theory, racial identity, race source effects, and cultural cues pertaining to 

targeting African American and Latino consumer markets.   Mexican and African 

American informants were interviewed after viewing magazine advertisements 

targeted to the other group to determine if distinctiveness to the other’s images 

and cultural cues occurred.  Observations were also reported from ethnographic 

excursions across Des Moines, Iowa, a city and state where African Americans 

and Mexicans are numerical rarities or minorities.  Results revealed that the 

majority of informants spontaneously delivered responses that reflected salience 
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with the other group.  In fact, both groups saw themselves as a part of a greater 

people of color community--extending their ethnic identities.  Furthermore, 

informants exhibited a provisional ethnic backlash against viewing Anglos in 

product advertisements in their ethnic magazines.  However, when ads 

presented a message about diversity, informants thought Anglo images should 

be included.  Both groups said they valued the use of people of color and socially 

responsible messages in ads for high involvement and low involvement products, 

however, these images and cultural cues would not lead to purchases of new 

brands because informants were weary about wasting money on unfamiliar 

brands in a stressed economy.  Consumers also scanned ads for models’ races, 

and paid attention to how their ethnic group and other people of color were 

treated in ads.  Also, informants reported discussing racial issues often in social 

circles.  A black-brown racial divide was expressed when there was a perceived 

scarcity of resources and when one group discussed how they felt the other 

group perceived their race. Finally, class and having on-going personal 

relationships with members of the other group affected responses.  This study 

offers many academic, managerial, practitioner, social and political implications 

and recommendations. 
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Chapter One 
 

Introduction and Purpose 
 
 

In a Midwestern state with a sudden and burgeoning Mexican population 

growth, a racially mixed group of African-Americans and Latinos (Mexicans, 

Puerto Ricans, and Columbians) worked for the same major company and would 

meet for lunch away from the office daily.  “We talked about all the crazy things 

our white colleagues would do and get away with when that’s not the case for us.  

We’d talk about office politics.  We understand each other…Us people of color 

have to stick together, especially when there are so few of us,” said an African-

American member of the group.   

In the same state, when opening an ethnic advertising agency, the new 

agency’s owner came across a peculiar, but a common quiet revelation.  As the 

light skinned, dark wavy haired African-American owner made rounds visiting the 

state’s major opinion leaders in the African-American community and Latino 

community, she announced that the firm would help corporate America target 

Latinos and African-American consumers predominantly.  During one of her 

visits, an African-American leader’s comments were later reiterated by other 

leaders.  He said, “Those Hispanics don’t like us.  You can’t trust them.  They 

won’t come together with us to increase our numbers to get what we deserve 

from the state and these big companies.  They forget that the Civil Rights 
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movement got them their rights.  White folks need to understand that minorities 

are growing.”   

After the ethnically ambiguous-looking owner made several visits to the 

state’s most influential Mexican leaders to gain their confidence and acceptance 

(by listening, asking for their help, and speaking Spanish), several leaders 

repeated similar sentiments.  One said, “African-Americans just want our 

numbers.  Companies paid attention to them for so long and neglected us…But 

now it’s our turn.  It’s our turn to get because our community is bigger than the 

Black community.  Werras (Whites) need to understand.  Help corporate America 

see our value.”  The agency owner felt her role reached beyond traditional 

agency roles of crafting media messages, strategies, and developing ads.  Her 

agency had a bigger purpose.  First, she had to sell the value of targeting Latino 

and African-American consumers to corporate America.  Secondly, the firm had 

to serve as an arbitrator and liaison between Hispanics and African-Americans 

as these two groups competed for limited resources from corporate sponsors and 

in-kind donors for cultural and community service events and programs. 

The Latino and African-American public opinion leaders believed that their 

population numbers translated into consumers with a voice and understood that 

they gained contributions and opportunity as the state’s companies sought to 

target their communities as consumers.  Dávila (2001) describes this and the 

process of ethnic marketing as marketers manufacturing ethnicity as a 

commodity.  The first racially mixed group of office colleagues identified with 
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each other (were distinctive), as they found solace in being with other numerical 

“minorities.”  The last group saw strength in combining their population numbers 

into an all-ethnic market, but in the first scenario, each racial group saw the other 

in a negative light as a competitor.  These perceptions expressed by the leaders 

in the two ethnic communities in the scenario, and the relationships built between 

the Latino and African American workers at the majority Anglo company in the 

first scenario, highlight a macro-level in-group bias and coalition or 

distinctiveness (McGuire, Child & Fujioka, 1978) between the two racial groups.  

 
Purpose of the Study 

Since the macro level begins at the micro level, this study will explore 

perceptions of African Americans and Latinos on a micro level.  As Latinos 

mushroom into the largest non-white population in the U.S., according to the U.S. 

Census (2008), sparking national population change similar to the 

aforementioned Midwestern state, how do African-American and Latino 

consumers perceive ads featuring or targeted to the other group?  The purpose 

of this study is to not only understand how Mexicans and African-Americans 

perceive advertising that features members of the other group, but also to 

examine if responses to ads provide insight about Black-Brown coalition and 

solidarity or conflict and competition among lay people or everyday consumers.   

More specifically, this study will measure if African-American and Mexican 

consumers spontaneously deliver collectively distinctive (McGuire et al, 1978) or 
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competitive (Vaca, 2004) responses as they open-endedly discuss advertising 

that features models and cultural cues targeted to the other group.  It is hoped 

that  respondents’ spontaneous responses would reveal deeper attitudes and 

perceptions about how America’s two largest non-white groups relate to each 

other, and provide understanding for academics, advertisers, marketers, public 

policy makers, public opinion leaders, urban planners, healthcare professionals, 

and politicians.   These professionals should know if marketing ethnicity 

instigates conflict and inter-minority group fighting or distinctive coalition between 

Latinos and African-Americans–two groups that have traditionally shared 

“minority” status, social conditions, a history of being portrayed negatively and 

stereotypically in media, and the experience of discrimination and 

disenfranchisement in the U.S. (Mindola, Niemann & Rodriguez, 2002). 

The question of coalition versus competition will be measured by 

combining suggestions for future research and methodologies from several 

previous studies on distinctiveness theory, the elaboration likelihood model 

(ELM) of persuasion, and ethnic marketing.  Respondents in a state where 

African-Americans and Latinos are numerical rarities will be provided with 

advertising stimuli featuring real ads for low involvement products that are 

digitally manipulated, much like previous studies (McGuire, 1978; Whittler & 

DiMeo, 1991; Appiah, 2004; Torres & Briggs, 2007).  The respondents will 

initially be asked one open-ended question similar to McGuire’s (1978) research.  

Next, informants will be asked a series of questions to explain responses and 
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then asked to answer questions that will rate their level of ethnic identity with 

Phinney’s and Ong’s MIME-R (2007).  Finally, each respondent will be given a 

demographic survey.  A sample size of 16 Latino respondents and 15 African-

American respondents (31 total respondents) will be queried. 

Overview of Study 

However, before launching the study, to gain a clearer understanding of 

concepts, this study will first discuss the importance of understanding the 

relationship between Latinos and African-Americans as ethnic marketing begins 

to gain influence because of the new brown U.S. demographic shift.  Then, in 

Chapter 2, relevant extant literature will be reviewed.  In Chapter 3, theory will be 

discussed, key constructs will be defined and solid research questions will be 

outlined.  Chapter 4 will discuss methodologies used for data collection and 

informants’ backgrounds.  Chapter 5 will provide an ethnographic context for the 

study and report results by emergent themes from in-depth interviews.  Finally, 

Chapter 6 will discuss conclusions, and Chapter 7 will provide academic, 

practitioner and managerial recommendations and insights for the direction of 

any future research.  

Importance of Study 

This study is important because as the U.S. population changes and 

advertisers and marketers invest more in targeting ethnic consumers (Dávila, 
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2001), practitioners and academics need more research to understand attitudes 

and perceptions of emerging ethnic markets and to build sounder 

marketing/communications strategies and messages. This study will also carve 

out a new niche in ethnic marketing research and it will fill an academic literature 

void that previously studied mostly African-American and Anglo consumer 

relationships with limited concentration on Latino consumers or Latino 

relationships with African Americans in an advertising or 

marketing/communications context. 

Also, results of this study will be beneficial for academics, ad managers, 

and marketers to understand Latino attitudes toward seeing many African-

Americans and cues targeted to them in advertisements over decades, while 

marketers neglected to target them as consumers.  Ethnic consumer attitudes 

about the race and culture of models and other racial cues (language, dialect, 

cultural settings, symbols, images, etc.) used to draw African-American and 

Latino attention to ad messages and to build brand loyalty in shared media 

environments, also has great managerial, public relations, political, social, and 

economic implications.  When ethnic groups are recognized as a viable 

consumer market and ethnic marketing is implemented, members of the market 

are provided with political, social, and economic opportunities (Robinson, 1994). 
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Chapter Two 

Black-Brown Review 

 

Since the1980 and 1990 censuses first indicated the boost in ethnic 

population growth and African-American and Latino spending power, corporate 

America has increased efforts to target these consumers (Dávila, 2001; 

Robinson, 1994).  As of July, 2007, according to the Selig Center For Economic 

Growth, African American spending power stands at $845 billion and Latino 

spending is reported to be $862 billion, making both groups lucrative consumer 

markets (Dobson, 2007).  Moreover, the U.S. Census Bureau reported that the 

Latino population had recently overtaken the African-American population to 

become America’s largest minority group (US Census, 2006), spurring 

advertisers to target Latinos even more (Wentz, 2004).  In fact, new Hispanic 

marketing degree programs recently launched at Our Lady of the Lake University 

in San Antonio, Texas, Florida State University in Tallahassee, and Regis 

University in Las Vegas. 

 

U.S. Population Change and Marketing Competition 

However, this diversity shift has its problematic side.  In recent interviews 

with marketers that target ethnic markets, and in Black media reports about the 

fate and direction of African-American advertising agencies (Harris, 2005; 
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Sanders & Wentz, 2006), corporate America has begun to redefine multicultural 

or ethnic marketing initiatives as reaching Latinos or advertising in Spanish 

primarily.  In fact, in a June, 2005 Black Enterprise magazine article, headlined, 

Winds of Change Amid Shifting Dynamics, Black Ad Agencies are Adapting to 

Stay Alive, Wendy Harris wrote, “Agency owners are standing their ground amid 

what they say is ongoing insensitivity to black consumers, increased focus on a 

growing Hispanic market, and constant competition from mainstream agencies 

convinced they have a finger on the pulse of the ethnic market.” 

Thus, advertisers and marketers are now using African-American 

advertising agencies (and media) less and Latino agencies (or mainstream 

agencies that have acquired Latino branches) more, and more marketing 

communications campaigns are increasingly directed at targeting Latinos at the 

expense of decreasing efforts to target African-Americans (Sanders & Wentz, 

2006).    

As Dávila (2001) analyzed ethnic marketing, especially Hispanic 

marketing, she agreed with the fact that ethnic marketing is growing in appeal 

and mainstream agencies are now opening “urban marketing” shops—code word 

for African-American and Latino marketing with mainstream crossover appeal.  

Like in the introduction example, Dávila sees how ethnic or multicultural 

marketing brings conflict among ethnic markets.  In her book, Latinos Inc: The 

Marketing and Making of a People, Dávila writes: 
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But we also need to consider the repercussions of these issues 
across U.S. ethnic groups.  The fact that multicultural marketing 
ends up pitting one ethnic group against another in terms of who is 
advertising-worthy and who is not, and that it calls on each group to 
define and distinguish itself from others, means the gains of one 
group (in terms of public exposure or advertising revenues) amount 
to a loss for another.  Meanwhile, the dominant market values of 
brand loyalty, family values, and consumption prevail, ipso facto, as 
it is around the same values that ethnic groups are required to 
prove their worth (p. 237).  

 

Scarcity of Resources and Competition 

Meier, McClain, Polinard, and Wrinkle (2004) write about conflict and 

competition between Latinos and African-Americans when they look at dispersion 

of resources between the two ethnic groups in California.  They write that there 

are three ideas or concepts as resources are dispersed.  First, there is the 

concept that resources can be given away equally.  Second, is the concept that if 

resources (jobs, money, and opportunity) are given to one group, it will not take 

away resources from the other group.  This is the ideal, pluralistic view.  Third, is 

the concept that giving resources to one group takes away resources and 

opportunity from the other group.  The result is conflict between African-

Americans and Latinos because of a perceived scarcity of resources, according 

to Meier et al (2004).  This conflict is what Dávila wrote about above and it also 

reflects the sentiments of the ethnic public opinion leaders in this paper’s 

introduction. 
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Another set of researchers, Bobo and Hutchings (1996), looked at racial 

group competition to understand social psychological processes used to deal 

with groups’ feelings of racial subordination and division.  The researchers used 

data from the 1992 Los Angeles County Social Survey for the study that 

hypothesized, “such perceptions are driven by a group’s feelings of racial 

alienation within the larger social order.  The more that members of a particular 

racial group feel collectively oppressed and unfairly treated by society, the more 

likely they are to perceive members of other groups as potential threats (p. 951).”  

The study supported the hypothesis and posited that self-interest, stratification, 

and prejudice work together to have ethnic groups (namely African-Americans, 

Latinos, and Asians) formulate perceptions of inter-group threat and competition. 

Again, this social phenomenon is also becoming more apparent in 

advertising and ethnic media sales.  To sell airtime or increase annual billings, 

ethnic marketers use census and spending power projections to explain the 

value of their specific ethnic market segments over other markets.  African-

American consumer marketers use projections to build the case for targeting the 

African-American market, while Latino agencies use projections to build the case 

for corporate America to allocate dollars toward targeting Latino consumers 

(Rodriguez, 1997).  With limited resources, similar to the previously mentioned 

Meier et al (2004) study, Latinos and African-American marketers find 

themselves in competition (Dávila, 2001; Sanders & Wentz, 2006). 
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Literature about Racial Groups and Advertising Perceptions 

Dávila’s (2001) and Rodriguez’s (1997; 1996) work add to the very limited 

academic literature about marketing to the growing Latino market.  In fact, within 

marketing communications literature, only a few unpublished studies were found 

that explored how Hispanics view mixed race ads with African American images 

and Latino images.  One such study was a dissertation by Cano (2007). No 

studies were found about how African Americans perceive ads to Latinos, except 

for a pilot study by Gooding and Ferguson (2007) that looked at both, how 

African Americans view ads to Latinos and how Latinos view ads to African 

Americans.  Another study that expanded the literature explored advertisers’ 

assumptions of panethnicity within and between ethnic markets in socially 

responsible Black and Latino magazine advertisements (Gooding, 2007).     

For the most part, previous published literature that compared mixed race 

groups’ perceptions only evaluated African-American and Anglo responses to 

advertising.  Most studies on this subject matter were published in the early to 

mid 1970s and then resurged in the early to 1990s (Stafford, Birdwell, & Van 

Tassell, 1970; Schlinger & Plummer, 1972; Solomon, Bush, & Hair, 1976; 

Whittler & DiMeo, 1991; Williams, Qualls & Grier, 1995). 
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White-Black Attitudes Toward Advertising Images  

More specifically, these earlier studies measured if Anglos would display a 

negative attitude or impression toward a brand if African-American models were 

used in advertisements.  Although advertisers commonly feared developing a 

negative reputation of their brands (Schlinger & Plummer, 1972), many studies 

found that there would be no white backlash against ads featuring African-

American models.  These studies found that Anglos looked just as favorably 

upon ads with African-American models as ads featuring Anglo models (Stafford, 

Birdwell, & Van Tassell, 1970; Schlinger and Plummer, 1972; Solomon, Bush, & 

Hair, 1996; Whittler & DiMeo, 1991; Williams, Qualls & Grier 1995). 

However, other studies found the opposite.  Another set of studies found 

that Anglos trusted information more from Anglo models than African-American 

ones (Schlinger & Plummer, 1972; Kerin, 1979; Whittler & DiMeo, 1991).  

Moreover, in 1995, Williams, Qualls, and Grier found that some African-

Americans looked more favorably at information provided by Anglo models in ads 

than information provided by African-American models.  As White and Harkins, 

(1994) studied message elaboration, they found that Anglos many times pay 

attention to messages delivered by stigmatized groups like African-Americans so 

that they will not appear or feel racist.  More about processing, source effects, 

and the Elaboration Likelihood Model of Persuasion will be discussed later in this 

review of literature.   
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This study will update the literature and add to the academic void of 

studying Latino consumers’ attitudes and Latino-African-American perceptions of 

ads that include racial targeting cues featuring the other group.  Williams, Lee, 

and Henderson (2008) also suggest much more research is needed to study 

ethnic consumer markets. 

 

Assumed Panethnic and Collective Ethnic Group Values 

Gooding (2007) studied advertisers’ use of racial targeting cues, in a yet to 

be published contextual content analysis.  In a continuation of her earlier work on 

socially responsibility and African American consumers (Robinson, 1994), 

Gooding found that socially responsible advertising in African-American and 

Latino magazines featured general messages about companies valuing diversity 

in their hiring practices, supplier choices, funding support, and community 

relations initiatives.  The ads also used ethnically ambiguous models and models 

that appeared to be Latinos in African-American magazines and models that 

appeared to be African-Americans in Latino magazines, although it should be 

noted that Latinos can be of any race and many share African roots like African 

Americans (Korzenny & Korzenny, 2005).   

Gooding continued that the contents of the socially responsible ads 

demonstrated that advertisers assumed African-American and Latino readers 

panethnically shared values with members of their own ethnic group.  The term 
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panethnicity refers to grouping all people of one ethnicity together without regard 

to subculture (Lopez & Espiritu, 1990).  She continued to write that advertisers 

also assumed Latinos and African Americans, along with other ethnic groups 

(Asians, Arabs, Native Americans, etc), collectively valued the fact that 

advertisers cared about people in other ethnic communities, sometimes white 

women, and people with disabilities, as these images and messages were 

included in many ads with “diversity” themes. 

Furthermore, considering ad placements, the content of ad copy, and the 

choice of models, many of the ads revealed that advertisers assumed African-

Americans would value corporate presence, hiring, and contributions made to the 

Latino community, and assumed that Latinos would value corporate presence, 

hiring, and contributions made to the African-American community.  Themes for 

these socially responsible ads in African American and Latino magazines are 

outlined in Figure 1.  Possible competition and conflict between the two groups 

were not considered in the messages, model selections, or cues used by 

corporate advertisers in the ads.  

 

Presumed Alliance between Latinos and African-Americans 

These are interesting assumptions when considering the discussion of 

conflict in the book, Presumed Alliance, The Unspoken Conflict Between Latinos 

and Blacks and What it Means For America (Vaca, 2004).  This book provides 
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case studies about how and why Latinos and African-Americans compete on an 

economic, political, and social level instead of building alliances.  Vaca discusses 

that there is an assumption that because Latinos and African-Americans live in 

close proximity and are racial minorities in America, the two groups would build 

coalitions and act monolithically, however this is a false assertion.  Vaca writes 

that this is false because Latinos have been ignored or regarded as the “other” 

minority besides Blacks by scholars, industry (including advertisers), and 

government.   

Conversely, because Latinos’ numbers are growing, they will and should 

for the first time stand out and have a competitive advantage over other racial 

groups.  Also, he writes that new immigrants (especially from Cuba) have no 

context for U.S. historical racial injustices toward African-Americans and “have 

little regard for the history of suffering that Blacks had been subjected to or 

appreciation for their pioneering role in the civil rights movement,” a notion that 

has caused interracial conflict in Miami. 

Applied to advertising, this premise of not being an alliance or monolithic 

minority is an opportunity to test if McGuire’s distinctiveness theory (McGuire, 

1984; McGuire, McGuire & Fujioka, 1978) applies to African-American and 

Latino, commonly called Black-Brown, relations, or attitudes toward advertising to 

the other racial group.  To further analyze this concept, theory must be taken into 

consideration. 
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Figure 1: 
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Summary of Chapter Two: 

This chapter reviewed relevant literature discussing research about how 

ethnic and Anglo people perceive advertising to the other group and outlines 

voids in existing literature.  This chapter lays the foundation for examining how 

the two largest groups of people of color perceive advertising images and cues 

targeted to or featuring the other group.  This chapter also discussed how there 

is a perception by researchers, authors, social scientists, and politicians that 

African Americans and Latinos should be in coalition because they share 

common discrimination experiences, social situations, and are both stereotyped 

in media and disenfranchised historically.  There is a presumed alliance between 

the two racial groups, however, this is argued not to be the case because as new 

immigrants come to the U.S. and are not familiar with the Civil Rights Movement 

or the history of African Americans.  There is also a presumption by advertisers 

that Latinos as a whole, and African Americans as a whole, each have a 

monolithic, common existence and the two different groups share similar values 

for marketing and advertising messages.  This collectivism is illustrated in 

strategic advertising messages used to target both African Americans and 

Latinos. 

The next chapter will look deeper into related literature and outline a 

theoretical context for studying ethnic marketing and advertising.  
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Chapter Three 

Review of Literature 

 

To discuss how people of color perceive advertising and their everyday 

worlds, first distinctiveness theory must be reviewed.  This theory provides the 

major theoretical framework that will be used to build this study and a review of 

literature pertaining to and related to distinctiveness is provided below.   

 

Distinctiveness Theory 

According to McGuire, McGuire, Child, Fujioka (1978) the premise of the 

theory is that people are information-encoding machines and tend to scan for the 

peculiar characteristics they share with others who share similar peculiarities.  

These peculiarities affect people’s self-concept.  In many studies, these 

peculiarities are also referred to as numerical rarities.  Stated another way in 

other studies, the premise of distinctiveness theory is that rare or distinctive traits 

of a numerical minority are more salient to people (other numerical minorities) 

who share those same traits (McGuire, McGuire, Fujioka, 1978; McGuire, 1984; 

Aaker, Brumbaugh, & Grier, 2000; Appiah, 2004; Torres & Briggs, 2007).  As 

Brewer & Silver (2000) put it, distinctiveness moves people from thinking in terms 

of “I” to thinking in terms of “we.”   
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To test for distinctiveness, McGuire et al. (1978) recorded the 

spontaneous responses of school children at majority Anglo schools when they 

were asked, “Tell me about yourself” and “Tell me what you are not.”  They were 

given 3 minutes to talk about themselves as researchers recorded their 

responses.  If the students became quiet, they were prompted by the researchers 

to talk until the full time had lapsed.  If respondents spontaneously included their 

race in their responses to the open-ended question, then they were considered 

distinctive.   

McGuire also found that when a person’s social milieu changes, his or her 

self-concept changes relative to another peculiar (numerically rare) characteristic 

(McGuire, et al., 1978).  For instance, McGuire et al. (1978) write, “For example, 

if one is asked to contemplate a red triangle in a field of red circles, one notices 

its triangularity; whereas if it appears in a field of green triangles, one notices its 

redness (p. 512).” 

In another example, to discuss distinctiveness relative to an environmental 

change, McGuire et al. write that an African-American woman in a majority Anglo 

woman filled room will tend to see herself as Black.  In this instance, the 

woman’s self-concept is tied to being African-American.  However, if the room 

was full of African-American men, her race would lose its salience, and she 

would become conscious of herself more as a woman and be distinctive to other 

women in the room, changing her self-concept with the change in the social 

milieu.  The authors write that some people in society experience chronic 
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distinctiveness because they are a numerical rarity constantly.  Other times, 

people experience situational distinctiveness that is particular to conditions of 

one social occurrence. 

Earlier, this review of literature discussed how McGuire, et al’s 1978 study 

determined distinctiveness by recording mentions of race in spontaneous 

responses.  Similar studies recorded spontaneous responses of informants with 

high schoolers (Perry, 2002; White & Harkins, 1994).  

Much like McGuire et al’s (1978) results from the open-ended question, 

“Tell me about yourself,” white minority students mentioned their race freely and 

spontaneously in the above studies.  They were acutely aware of their race as a 

“minority” -- a peculiar characteristic.  They also discussed socio-political 

attitudes about race.  Similar studies were completed in the 1940s and 1970s 

(Loomis, 1943; Cooks, 1970).  During these studies, researchers studied 

preschooler’s and high schoolers’ self concepts about race.  Researchers open-

endedly asked about race and found Black children were more likely than White 

children to discuss their own race.   

Other spontaneous response studies include Whittler and DiMeo’s (1991) 

study on African-Americans’ images in advertising, and Torres and Brigg’s 2007 

study on Latinos.  Whittler and DiMeo also asked open-ended questions to test 

African-American respondents’ consciousness and levels of ethnic identity.  They 

asked respondents to self-report their race spontaneously.  Torres and Briggs 

used a similar spontaneous response methodology with Latino subjects.  Finally, 
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Phinney & Ong (2007) tested people of color’s salience with others in their race 

by eliciting spontaneous responses about ethnic self-labels.   

 

Distinctiveness Theory and Ethnic Marketing 

Although there are sociological, anthropological, psychological, and socio-

political and socio-cultural applications for distinctiveness theory, it is commonly 

used to explain how advertising affects ethnic audiences.  Distinctiveness theory 

is used in an advertising capacity because researchers report that race is a 

salient attribute that can be used to draw the attention of racial minorities as a 

targeted consumer market segment (Whittler & DiMeo, 1991; Green, 1999; 

Williams, Qualls, & Grier, 1995; Wooten, 1995; Grier, Deshpande, 2001; Appiah, 

2001; Appiah, 2004; Perry, 2002; Grier & Brambaugh, 2004; Aaker, Grier & 

Brambaugh, 2000; Aaker & Williams, 1998; Torres & Briggs, 2007).  

Grier & Deshpande (2001) report that distinctiveness among ethnic 

consumers is not necessarily because of numerical rarity, but also because of 

status within a society.  This “status” presents an opportunity to study inter-ethnic 

group distinctiveness between African-Americans and Latinos—two groups that 

are said to share similar status (Vaca, 2004; Dávila, 2001; Mindola, Niemann & 

Rodriguez, 2002) within American society. 

Although most of the distinctiveness studies in advertising and marketing 

research are commonly about African-Americans, one very recently published 

academic study (Torres & Briggs, 2007) measured Latino attitudes.  Torres and 
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Briggs (2007) concluded that Latinos are also distinctive to the use of Latino 

advertising cues, especially in low involvement product ads.  The researchers 

also found Latinos with a stronger sense of ethnic identity exhibited more 

salience with Latino sources than those with lower ethnic identity.     

In a dissertation that was just released, entitled, The Role of Ethnic 

Compatibility in Attitude Formation: Marketing to America’s Diverse Consumers, 

by Cynthia Rodriguez Cano (2007) at University of South Florida, in-depth 

interviews, a pilot study and an experiment were completed to understand how 

Latinos in Southeast Florida evaluated coupons with mixed race (Latino and 

African American) ads.  Cano found, consistent with literature about in-group bias 

and homophily, Latinos were partial to same race (in-group) ads.  Furthermore, 

Cano concluded that ads should not include African-American models (mixed 

visuals) because they were not as well received by respondents.  Cano writes: 

  

The between group analyses suggest that ethnically mixed visual 
models (e.g., African-American and Hispanic models) are not as 
effective in reaching Hispanic consumers as ethnically compatible 
visual models (e.g., two Hispanic models). Hispanics are 
geographically concentrated in easily identifiable metropolitan 
areas, and promotional campaigns that speak directly to Hispanics 
(e.g., advertisements featuring only Hispanic models) would be a 
superior allocation of resources than non-adaptive campaigns 
p.137.   

 
 
 

Deshpande, Hoyer, and Donthu (1986) examined Spanish-language 

cultural cues in advertising copy.  These cues that stimulated a sense of 
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distinctiveness were found to be effective.  Also, Korzenny and Korzenny (2005) 

outlined concepts important to targeting Latinos as target markets.  The authors 

write that Latinos are comprised of different races with origins from different 

countries, although they share some common values and cultural norms and are 

targeted as one monolithic community.  The authors describe this monolithic 

distinctiveness as homophily.  As mentioned earlier in this paper, it should be 

noted, that Davila (2001) and Rodriguez (1997) consider this target marketing 

and assumption of distinctiveness as generally manufacturing ideal symbols of 

being Hispanic. 

Past studies on intra-ethnic group distinctiveness and advertising 

demonstrated that African-Americans were distinctive and exhibited a preference 

for sources (models) that shared the same racial category (Schlinger and 

Plummer 1972; Choudhury & Schmidt 1974; Kerin 1979; Williams, Qualls, and 

Grier, 1995; Whittler, 1991; Bristor & Hunt, 1995; Aaker & Williams, 1998; 

Appiah, 2004).  Thus, African-American consumers demonstrate a preference for 

African-American models.   

In fact, Aaker & Williams (1998), Whittler (1991), Bristor & Hunt (1995), 

Wooten (1995), and Appiah in Williams, Lee and Haugtvedt (2004), continue that 

the race of the source also affects the level of attention and how receptive people 

of color are to ads and media messages.  They write that African-Americans are 

more likely to elaborate (pay attention to and think about) messages if the source 

is also African-American. 
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A more recent study (Aaker, Brumbaugh, and Grier, 2000) looked at 

distinctiveness from a target-marketing point of view.  After conducting three 

experiments (a common method used to measure distinctiveness) that shared 

advertisements with targeted and non-targeted audiences, they found that target 

marketing may have favorable results on targeting racially distinctive markets, 

but have many times unfavorable results on non-target groups that may not 

understand or attend to cultural cues.  Also the study concluded that 

distinctiveness theory has a larger effect on persuasion appeals.  It “impacts the 

interpretation of, processing of, and reaction to persuasion appeals (p.137).”  It 

was concluded that distinctive and non-distinctive groups process advertising 

appeals altogether differently. 

Finally, Bristor and Hunt (1995) also discusses the use of cultural cues in 

advertising and how people of color (namely African Americans in these studies) 

attend and encode messages better when cultural cues (background images, 

cultural heritage transmitted, ethnic models, etc) are used. 

 

Mixed Race Advertising and Distinctiveness 

A few studies explored racially mixed ads (ads with two or more models of 

different racial backgrounds) and how distinctive (to race) and non-distinctive (to 

race) consumers perceive them (Barban, 1969; Stafford, Birdwell, & Van Tassel 

1970; Syzbille & Jacoby 1974; Solomon, Bush, & Hair 1976).  However, these 
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did not include Latinos in their focus.  Also because most of the applications in 

the literature are from the 1970s and 1990s, there is a need to see if 

environmental changes over time also affect application of the theory.  Variables 

measured in the different social climate of 38 years ago could have different 

effects today on results.  The only study found that examined how Latinos 

perceived ads that included African American models was recently completed in 

a dissertation (Cano, 2007) and another that considered Latino attitudes toward 

high and low involvement ads with Latino sources (Torres & Briggs, 2007) were 

the only recent studies found about Latinos.  There truly is a need to add to 

ethnic marketing literature in all areas, including this subject area. 

 

Civil Rights, Opportunity, and Distinctiveness 

Distinctiveness moves beyond using ethnic models and heritage 

transmitted in ads.  According to Davila (2001), African-American civil rights 

organizations’ demands that corporate America meet the ethnic community’s 

needs and change negative images of people of color in media were catalysts for 

the start of America’s first ethnic marketing agencies.    

Social responsibility and meeting the needs of ethnic consumers have 

become distinctive messages in ethnic media advertising.  For example, in recent 

an unscientific review of ads and content in Essence Magazine, Hispanic 

Business, Black Enterprise and Latina, ethnic media ads included photos of and 
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copy about the number of people of color in managerial roles at a company, 

information about supporting ethnic schools, themes about giving scholarships to 

ethnic students, and information about corporate initiatives to build ethnic 

businesses or use ethnic suppliers.   

This was also discussed in Robinson (1994).  In the Robinson study, 

African-Americans said that they cared about and based purchasing decisions on 

companies being socially responsible to their communities.  These initiatives and 

policies are advertised to capture the loyalty of distinctive ethnic consumers.  

This phenomenon is captured in Figure 2, which further extends from ethnic 

marketing advertising themes found in Gooding’s study (2007) in Figure 1 and it 

provides a framework for beginning to understand how socially responsible target 

marketing (because of ethnic consumer distinctiveness) may have economic, 

social, political, and individual (internal) effects that are tied to a group’s 

opportunity.   

In fact, civil rights organizations warn that if advertisers are interested in 

targeting people of color, their companies must be socially responsible and give 

back to the community or risk being boycotted (Robinson, 1994).   

In a study about corporate social responsibility values and shopping, 

Robinson (1994) found that 200 African-American consumers wanted the 

companies behind the brands they purchased to give back to their community via 

employing African-Americans and promoting them, providing scholarships, 

supporting Black churches, using positive images of African-Americans in their 
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marketing materials, funding African-American community programs, and using 

diverse suppliers.    

Furthermore, Figure 2 shows the obvious and more profound benefits of 

distinctive ethnic markets being targeted by advertisers and marketers and the 

social, political, and economic prizes for being targeted.  This framework may 

provide a basis for understanding causation if this study indeed reveals that 

groups are more competitive than distinctive.  It illustrates how targeted ethnic 

marketing yields benefits and opportunities and presents the question—“Are 

marketing and advertising strategies and initiatives stimuli for in-group bias or 

general minority distinctiveness?”  The framework also develops the question, do 

messages in ads about hiring and promoting African-Americans or Latinos, or 

providing scholarships, community funding, or helping businesses of the other 

group offer fuel for competitiveness among Latinos and African-Americans or 

offer fuel to build a distinctive minority coalition/alliance? 

Strength of Ethnic Identity and Distinctiveness 

As one studies distinctiveness among racial groups, it is important to also 

note that the strength of one’s ethnic identity has a direct effect on distinctiveness 

and perhaps the level of distinctiveness (Grier & Deshpande, 2001).  This 

conclusion about level ethnic identity and distinctiveness was determined by 

studying African-Americans (Whittler & DiMeo, 1991; Phinney & Ong, 2007; 

Appiah, 2004) and Latinos (Phinney & Ong, 2007; Torres & Briggs, 2007). 
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(Gooding, 2008) 
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Other literature examines consumers’ strength of how they cognitively 

define themselves from a socio-cultural point of view, and how this affects 

advertising appeals and persuasion (Whittler, 1991).  Brumbaugh, 2002, finds 

that the strength of a target’s ethnic identity also affects their processing of 

advertisements that feature cultural or racial cues. 

Ethnic identity is also a factor in salience with an in-group bias or 

distinctiveness.  It depends on perceived similarity with others in the group.  

Whittler, (1989, 1991) found that if African-Americans see themselves as having 

a strong or high-identification with other African-Americans, they identity better 

with African-American models and cues in advertisements.  Likewise, if they 

express a low-identification perception of themselves with other African-

Americans and more similar to Anglos, they still tend to identify with African-

American models and cues than to Anglo models.        

In the article, Middle-Class Black Consumers and Intensity of Ethnic 

Identification, Williams, and Qualls (1989) tested salience among African-

American consumers and the low or high strength of the ethnic identity.  Later 

Williams and Marye Tharp (2001), wrote a chapter on African Americans: Ethnic 

Roots, Cultural Diversity, in Marketing and Consumer Identity in Multicultural 

America.  Again, findings were that ethnic identity has a relationship with salience 

and processing of targeted ads with ethnic models. 

Phinney and Ong’s (2007) and Appiah’s (2004) work on identity and 

strength of ethnic identity are also important to further understanding how 
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advertising is processed and perceived and who attends better to cultural 

advertising.  Consumers better attend to and better elaborate (mentally process) 

advertising that displays images and cues of their own racial group or culture if 

they have a strong ethnic identities. This is further discussed later in this paper.   

 

Class and Ethnic Marketing Peripheral Cues   

Craig (1991), Appiah (2004), Dávila (2001), and Rodriguez (1997) write 

that embedded cultural peripheral cues in advertising are designed to also attract 

attention of Latino and African-American consumers.  However, Craig (1991), 

Dávila (2001) and Rodriguez (1997) write that these images are constructed by 

middle class ethnic marketing and advertising professionals and mostly reflect 

their middle and upper middle class lifestyles and their aspirations.  Dávila (2001) 

writes about how middle class African Americans and Latinos promote and 

construct middle class images of their respective groups through marketing so 

that their group would be considered less of a threat to mainstream America.   

The use of cultural cues or diacritica has also been disputed.  In Designing 

Ethnicity: The Ideology of Images, Craig (1991) conducted a study that discussed 

how more politically correct positive portrayals of African-Americans in 

advertising are incongruent with the population’s statistics.  He says the politically 

correct ads are idealized as present day marketers’ use of diacritica or racial 

cues to target African-Americans.  He finds it problematic that this diacritica 
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features portrayals of successful and progressive upper class African-Americans 

in high-powered jobs or living in higher end areas.  Davila (2001) and Rodriguez 

(1997) agree as they criticized advertising to Latinos.  They write that constructed 

images do not represent the masses of Latinos and their American experiences. 

 

Ethnic Marketing and Elaboration Likelihood Model of Persuasion (ELM) 

Reflections of the middle class or not, the use of cultural cues and ethnic 

models can also be examined using The Elaboration Likelihood Model of 

Persuasion that was created by Petty & Cacioppo (1986).  The model condenses 

decades of literature into one comprehensive model to explain the process, 

systems, and constructs related to how a person synthesizes persuasive forms of 

communication.  Petty & Cacioppo write that people elaborate messages in 

either a central route or a peripheral route and the ELM is a continuum.   

The central route is more of a thinking or cerebral route to move people to 

attitude change or persuasion.  In the central route, if the subject is able to 

receive a message through a delivery channel, and able to understand it, and if it 

is of interest, he or she will continue to consider it.  She will think about the 

message and its merits until she is persuaded to change her attitude or not.     

If the message is not of interest, communicators must consider that the 

subject will use her peripheral route.  In the peripheral route, the subject does not 

consciously and cerebrally consider the message, she is just entertained, or her 
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attention is captured by peripheral cues—music, humor, models, etc.  Thus, 

constructs important to understanding the ELM are:  interest, channel, 

understanding, attitude, and message.    

Although many researchers like Chaiken (1987) argue that the ELM is 

solely descriptive and not analytical or critical of the studies used to form it, little 

updates have been done to change the model.  However, studies have been 

completed to test and add to our understanding of the model or what other 

variables and constructs should be considered in elaboration of persuasive 

messages. 

For instance, Greenwald and Leavitt (1984), Lloyd and Clancy (1989), and 

White and Harkins (1994) write that involvement has an effect on interest and 

elaboration.  High involvement products cause elaboration to take place in the 

central route to persuasion.  

 

ELM and Ethnic Marketing Study Methodologies 

Torres and Briggs (2007) found that ethnic marketing cues were not 

important for Latino consumers when high involvement products were being 

advertised.  Low involvement products cause elaboration to take place in the 

peripheral route.  The peripheral route of elaboration opens the door for ethnic 

marketing’s use of racial and cultural cues to draw consumers’ attention to ad 

messages (Appiah, 2004).  Torres and Briggs (2007) found that Latinos 
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elaborated messages more when cultural cues were used with low involvement 

product advertising.  Appiah (2004) found similar results with the use of breakfast 

cereal. 

Furthermore, Torres and Briggs (2007) discussed distinctiveness 

literature, ethnic identity literature, and the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) 

(Petty & Cacioppo, 1986) to discuss how Hispanic respondents processed ads.  

They also wanted to test high involvement products, versus low involvement 

products among Latinos.  They performed a quasi experiment by testing ethnic 

identity with high involvement products (products one must process in the central 

route of persuasion in the ELM and think about before buying) versus low 

involvement products (products that people think less about before buying—

processed in the Peripheral Route to Persuasion in the ELM) as defined by 

Zaichkowsky’s (1985) Personal Inventory Scale.   

The researchers took real ads, inserted them within a magazine they 

created with content and ad fillers, and electronically altered the photos of the 

products in the ads to serve as stimuli.  The copy read, “Made for You.”  The 

researchers developed a survey with questions about how the respondents 

process the ads with the stimuli.  The researchers then pretested the stimuli with 

41 respondents and then conducted the experiment with hundreds of 

respondents.  They found that not only did the respondents exhibit 

distinctiveness with the Latino models (male and female) in the ads, they also 

were more inclined to be distinctive with advertising that promoted low 
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involvement products versus high involvement products.  This study combined 

qualitative and quantitative measures.   

The above study piggybacked on Whittler and DiMeo (1991).  Whittler and 

DiMeo developed ads with African-American and Anglo models and some filler 

ads to go into an 8 ½ x 11 notebook and asked informants questions about the 

ads.  Whittler’s stimuli advertised a watch, a fur coat, and a soft drink.  The 

authors referred to Zaichkowsky’s Personal Inventory Scale (1985) when 

choosing products.  Anglo and African-American models were used in the ads to 

advertise each of the products.  Distinctiveness was concluded, especially with 

low involvement product advertising. 

In other ELM studies, (White & Harkins, 1994) writes that models of 

stigmatized groups (African-Americans, Latinos, gays and lesbians, etc.) 

stimulates elaboration of Anglo subjects because they don’t want to feel as 

though they are racist by dismissing the message, and/or because they want to 

see if the stigmatized groups are treated fairly.  ELM developers Petty and 

Cacioppo (1979) also write that personal relevance (if a product or message is 

relevant because you use the brand or heard information before, then one is 

more likely to elaborate the message) increased likelihood of elaboration. 

Appiah (2004) and Torres & Briggs (2007) use the ELM to write about race 

source effects and African-Americans and Hispanics.  If African-Americans and 

Latino models and cultural cues are included in the messages, then they are 

more likely to be elaborated by other African-Americans and Latinos because of 
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distinctiveness.  Looking at the ELM, White and Harkins (1994) found race and 

other sources effect if and how people elaborate a message.    

 

In-group Bias Theory 

Finally, the last theory that should be reviewed to understand 

distinctiveness or competitiveness between the African-American and Latino 

consumer markets is In-group Bias Theory.  Taylor and Moriarty (1987), wrote 

that, instead of acting distinctively together as minority groups with the same 

social concerns (consulting Vaca’s 2004 assertions), it may be reasonable to 

conclude that Latinos and African-Americans would exhibit an in-group bias with 

their respective group.   

This hypothesis is derived from the 1979 article, In-Group Bias in the 

Minimal Intergroup Situation: A Cognitive-Motivational Analysis.  In the article, 

Brewer wrote that members of one group (the in-group) are partial to their own 

group.  Close to distinctiveness theory, the difference is that this occurs, 

however, without showing disfavor or disrespect to outside groups and numerical 

rarity or minority status is not necessarily a construct in this theory. 

When developing methodologies to apply this theory, independent and 

dependent variables are in-groups and out-groups.  Also, this theory purports 

that the in-group evaluates advertising through a filter of similarity and makes 

judgments based upon bias to their in-group.  This concept is also reported in 
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Williams, Lee and Henderson (2008).  The theory further supports and is applied 

to studies where African-Americans and Anglos evaluate their salience with ads 

featuring African-American vs. Anglo models.   

Lee, Williams and La Ferle (2004), also used this theory to support that 

ethnic people identify with their racial group when evaluating advertisements.  

They continue that people of color, namely Latinos and African-Americans, have 

a preference for their social group to be used in marketing messages because of 

in-group bias.  If stereotypical or negative images alienate a target market’s 

social group, then they say marketers will not be successful.  The authors extend 

that in-groups notice how others in their communities are treated, valued, or 

portrayed.  

 

Key Constructs and Research Questions 

Thus, as the previously reviewed extant literature was being examined, 

key constructs for studying ethnic consumers (namely African American and 

Latino) and marketing and advertising were outlined.  More specifically, after 

reviewing theory and literature about distinctiveness, the elaboration likelihood 

model, race source effects, in-group bias, distinctiveness and salience of ethnic 

targets, and ethnic identity, the key constructs this study will examine are: 

• Numerical Minority  (because distinctiveness theory requires 

salience toward a numerical rarity); 

• Salience to characteristics as minority; 
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• Strength of one’s ethnic identity;  

• Ability to elaborate the message (Peripheral vs. Central routes) 

• Spontaneous responses 

• Product Involvement 

• Attitudes (homogeneity vs. heterogeneity) 

• Perceptions of in-group and out-group 

• Racial Cues  

 

 

Research Questions 

From these key constructs and extant literature, an overarching, big 

picture research question was formed, along with a number of more specific 

related research questions.  They are listed below. 

 

Overarching Research Question: 

Do spontaneous responses to advertising targeted to African-American and 

Mexican consumers indicate Black-Brown collective distinctiveness or Black 

versus Brown competition on a micro level? 
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Specific Research Questions: 

1. Do African-American consumers deliver spontaneous responses that 

reflect attitudes of collective distinctiveness or competitiveness when 

discussing advertising that features socially responsible messages 

targeted to Latinos? 

 

2. Do Mexican consumers deliver spontaneous responses that reflect 

attitudes of collective distinctiveness or competitiveness when discussing 

advertising that features socially responsible messages targeted to 

African-Americans? 

 

3. Do African-American consumers deliver spontaneous responses that 

reflect attitudes of collective distinctiveness or competitiveness when 

discussing advertising for low involvement products targeted to Latinos? 

 

4. Do Mexican consumers deliver spontaneous responses that reflect 

attitudes of collective distinctiveness or competitiveness when discussing 

advertising for low involvement products targeted to African Americans? 
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5. Do African-American consumers deliver spontaneous responses that 

reflect attitudes of collective distinctiveness or competitiveness when 

discussing advertising for high involvement products targeted to Latinos? 

 

6. Do Mexican consumers deliver spontaneous responses that reflect 

attitudes of collective distinctiveness or competitiveness when discussing 

advertising for high involvement products targeted to African Americans? 

 

7. Do African-American consumers deliver spontaneous responses that 

reflect attitudes of collective distinctiveness or competitiveness when 

discussing product advertising that features Latino models and cultural 

cues?     

 

8. Do Mexican consumers deliver spontaneous responses that reflect 

attitudes of collective distinctiveness or competitiveness when discussing 

product advertising that features African-American models and cultural 

cues? 
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9. Do Mexicans and African-Americans deliver spontaneous responses that 

reflect attitudes of collective distinctiveness or competitiveness when 

discussing panethnic images and general diversity messages in magazine 

advertising? 

 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter reviewed extant literature about distinctiveness, how people 

of color elaborate messages through the Elaboration Likelihood Model of 

Persuasion, literature about how cultural cues and the race of models cause 

Latinos and African Americans to pay attention and think about ad messages, 

interethnic competition and in-group bias.  It also explored ethnic marketing, 

class issues with ethnic marketing, how the changing U.S. population is 

related to ethnic marketing, and how images of people of color are perceived 

in media.  It later made the case for studying African American and Mexican 

consumer attitudes toward ads featuring models and cues of the other race.  

Finally, this chapter outlined an overarching research question derived from 

the literature and specific research questions to launch a study that will be 

developed in the next chapter.  
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Chapter Four 

Methodology 

 

Again, this study will measure if, on a micro level, African-American and 

Latino (for this study, Mexican) consumers spontaneously deliver distinctive or 

competitive responses as they discuss advertising of low and high involvement 

products that feature models and cultural cues targeted to the other group.  The 

direction of this study was derived from research questions that were developed 

as a result of an extensive review of extant literature.   

 

Literature Applied To Methodology 

To complete this study, 15 in-depth interviews with Mexican informants 

and 16 in-depth interviews with African-American informants were conducted in 

Des Moines, Iowa.  Also, observational data was collected in a series of 

ethnographic excursions around the city to provide context for the study.  Des 

Moines, Iowa was used because it is a city that is reflective of other cities that 

have recently experienced a large sudden growth of its Latino (mainly Mexican) 

population, according to the U.S. Census (2007).  Des Moines was also ideal 

because both African Americans and Latinos are numerical rarities (minorities) in 

the city and state, a factor germane to distinctiveness theory (McGuire, 1978).  

 According to the U.S. Census, in 2000, Latinos were 6.6 percent of the 

population in Des Moines and 2.8 percent of the state of Iowa. Mexicans were 
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the largest Latino subgroup in Iowa. Furthermore, Iowa's Latino population 

drastically increased from 82,473 in 2000 to reach 108,968 by summer of 2005.  

Because this drastic 32 percent change only took a few years, Des Moines is an 

ideal location for this study.  Meanwhile, the African American population in Des 

Moines was 6.6 percent in 2000 and 2.1 percent of the state of Iowa.    

This study is unlike some published and unpublished studies that 

previously looked at distinctiveness among African Americans and Anglos, or 

Latinos and African-Americans, or studies about distinctiveness among Latinos in 

areas where Mexicans and other Latino subcultures are larger in population or 

the majority population.    

The 31 interviews for this study were conducted to pair distinctiveness 

theory with the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) as it pertains to relevance 

and source effects, assimilation vs. acculturation studies, In-group bias theory, 

and ethnic identity theories.  The goal is to determine if Latinos and African-

Americans spontaneously say words that show them as distinctive, competitive, 

or indifferent to stimuli that feature models and cultural cues of the other race.   

Considering the literature, conclusions, methodologies, and aspects of 

several studies were combined to develop a single methodology.  This study 

used qualitative methodologies to understand Latino and African-American 

attitudes about advertising stimuli.   
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Sample Selection, Recruitment, and Procedures 

For this study16 African-American and 15 Mexican informants ages 20 to 78, 

of different classes, and socio-economic backgrounds were interviewed (see 

Tables 1-6).  A total of five African American men and 11 African American 

women were interviewed.  Four Mexican men and 11 Mexican women provided 

insight into the Latino part of this study. 

  

Table 1: African American Informants’ Highest Level of Education Completed 
N= 16 

 
 High School 

 
 Bachelors 

 
 Graduate 

School 

 

 

 Respondents: 

 9 

Respondents: 

 4 

Respondents: 

 3 
 % of Total 

Respondents: 

 56.0% 

% of Total 
Respondents: 

 25.0% 

% of Total 
Respondents: 

 19.0% 

 

 

Table 2: African American Informants’ Household Income  
(Some declined to answer) N=16 

 

$11,000 - 
$20,000  

$21,000 - 
$30,000  

$31,000 - 
$40,000  

 $41,000 - 
$50,000  

More than 
$51,000  

Respondents: 1 Respondents: 1 Respondents: 3 Respondents: 2 Respondents: 9 

% of Total 
Respondents: 6.0% 

% of Total 
Respondents: 6.0% 

% of Total 
Respondents: 19.0% 

% of Total 
Respondents: 13.0%  56.0% 
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Table 3: African American Informants’ Total Occupants in Household 
N= 16 

 
 1-2 
Occupants 

 

  3-4 
Occupants 

 

  5-6 
Occupants 

 

 More than 7 
Occupants 

 

Respondents: 

 3 

Respondents: 

 6 

Respondents: 
6 

Respondents: 
1 

% of Total 
Respondents: 

19.0% 

% of Total 
Respondents: 

37.5% 

% of Total 
Respondents: 

37.5% 

% of Total 
Respondents: 

6.0% 

 
 
 
 

Table 4:  Mexican Informants’ Highest Level of Education Completed 
N=15 

 
 Elementary 

School 
 

 High School 
 

 Bachelors 
 

 Graduate  

 Respondents: 
 1 

Respondents: 
 8 

Respondents: 
 5 Respondents: 1 

 % of Total 
Respondents: 
 7.0% 

% of Total 
Respondents: 
 53.0% 

% of Total 
Respondents: 
 33.0%  7.0% 

 

 

Table 5: Mexican Informants’ Household Income 
N= 13 (Two declined to answer) 

 

$0 –  
$10,000  

$11,000 - 
$20,000  

$21,000 - 
$30,000  

 $31,000 - 
$40,000  

$41,000 - 
$50,000  

More than 
$51,000  

Respondents
: 1 

Respondents
: 2 

Respondents
: 1 

Respondents
: 3 Respondents: 3 Respondents 3 

% of Total 
Respondents: 7.0% 

% of Total 
Respondents: 13.0% 

% of Total 
Respondents: 7.0% 

% of Total 
Respondents: 20%  20%  20% 
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Table 6: Mexican Informants’ Total Occupants in Household 
N= 15 

 
1-2 Occupants 

 
 3-4 Occupants 

 
 More than 7 

Occupants 

 

 

Respondents: 

 6 

Respondents: 

 8 

Respondents: 
1 

% of Total 
Respondents: 

 40.0% 

% of Total 
Respondents: 

 53.0% 

% of Total 
Respondents: 

 7.0% 

 

The informants also had on-going personal relationships with people of the 

other racial group.  This variable should affect the results of this study.  Table 7 

and Table 8 provide information collected in the demographic survey. 

 

Table 7: African American Informants’ Ongoing 
 Personal Relationships With Mexicans 

N= 16 
 

Yes 

 
 No 

 
 

Respondents: 

 
10 

 
Respondents: 

 6 
% of Total 
Respondents: 

 

 
 

62.5% 

% of Total  
Respondents: 

 37.5% 

 

Table 8: Mexican Informants’ Ongoing 
 Personal Relationships With African Americans 

N=15 
 

Yes 

 
 No 

 
 

Respondents: 

 
14 

 
Respondents: 

 1 
% of Total 
Respondents: 

 

 
 

93.0% 

% of Total Respondents: 

 
7.0% 
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For recruitment, initially, the researcher located zip codes where the majority 

of African-Americans and Latinos resided in Des Moines.  The plan was to locate 

the closest public library in each neighborhood for on the spot recruitment and 

then to use private rooms on the premises to conduct the interviews.  

Unfortunately this did not occur because it was hard to find informants who fit the 

criteria for the study and the libraries were not as populated as expected.   

Thus, informants were selected using a snowball sample and using a 

convenience sample.  Those in the convenience sample were randomly 

approached in public places including a track stadium, a park, and a church.  

Informants were also interviewed in their homes and places of work.  Mexican 

and African-American potential informants were selected for recruitment by 

ethnic physical characteristics (skin color, hair, dark features, etc), and verbal 

accent, in cases where interviewers did not already know their ethnicity.  In one 

case, there was a Chinese woman who spoke Spanish and grew up in Mexico 

and considered herself Mexican, but was not used in the sample. 

The method of recruitment proved to be a better method because this study 

was able to attract a cross section of informants of different classes and from 

different areas in Des Moines, Iowa (including predominantly and traditionally 

Anglo areas that would have been missed using the original library recruitment 

plan).  This convenience and snowballing sampling allowed Interviewers to take 

a truly grassroots approach to the study as they traveled to several sides of the 

city to conduct interviews in family rooms, at kitchen tables, on front porches, on 
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bleachers, in conference rooms, in court rooms, in business offices, on park 

benches, and in automobiles.   

Interviews lasted from 22 to 47 minutes and were completed over a period of 

3 weeks.  The interviews started with making informants comfortable by using 

small talk about the news, weather, their clothes and accessories, or finding 

information in common.  Then, informants were asked to tell the researcher 

about themselves spontaneously, much like McGuire et al.’s (1978) study on 

distinctiveness that asked respondents, “Tell me about yourself” in three minutes.  

However, unlike McGuire (1978), the 3-minute time limit was not enforced.   

Then, the informants were asked to review a stimulus magazine for about 

five minutes as the researchers walked away.  Mexican informants were given 

the Magazine L treatment (Appendix C) with African American models and cues 

and African Americans were given the Magazine A treatment with the Mexican 

models and cues, as outlined later in this chapter. 

When researchers returned, informants were encouraged to be 

conversational.  Much like the use of open ended questions in Torres & Briggs 

(2007), Phinney & Ong (2007), and Whittler & DiMeo (1991) to elicit spontaneous 

responses from informants, open-ended questions were used and informants 

answered spontaneously without direction from interviewers.  Although the 

Discussion Guide, provided in Appendix A, was consulted, interviewers used 

prompts to encourage explanation and elaboration of spontaneous responses 

and to further probe for deeper and richer responses.  The Discussion Guide’s 
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questions were designed to understand the respondents’ levels of ethnic identity 

(Phinney 2008), perceived scarcity of resources or feelings of opportunity (Meier, 

McClain, Polinard, & Wrinkle, 2004), and attitudes toward messages, cultural 

cues, and models in the ads (Whittler & DiMeo, 1991; Appiah, 2004). 

Interviewers also probed to understand if informants had ongoing personal 

relationships with members of the other researched group (Blair, 2001; Gooding 

2006) because this variable could skew data or explain causation.  If people have 

on-going personal relationships with others who are not like themselves, they are 

less likely to use stereotypical images presented by media to build negative 

cognitive categories (Allport, 1956) of that group (Blair, 2001; Gooding 2006).  

Thus, if African-American or Latino consumers have relationships with each 

other, by theory, they may not be inclined to be competitive when faced with 

advertising stimuli with models of the other group. 

 

Model to Test 

To answer the overarching research question, this study tested the 

distinctiveness model, represented in Figure 3.  The distinctiveness model 

indicates that if there is a numerical rarity, then people with that rarity are more 

salient to others (in ads) with that rarity.  According to distinctiveness, Latinos 

value and pay attention to ads with Latino models.  African-Americans value and 

pay attention to ads with African-American models.  And, racial minorities should 

value and pay attention to other racial minorities in advertisements. 
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However, this study tested if that distinctiveness (valuing either group 

because both are numerical minorities with common social concerns and 

backgrounds in a majority Anglo city, state and nation) occurs or if an in-group 

bias only toward the respondents’ particular ethnic group or divide will occur.  

More specifically, this study encouraged spontaneous responses from Latinos 

when they viewed colorful low involvement product ads featuring African-

American models and cultural cues.  Conversely, African-American consumers’ 

spontaneous responses were also measured when they view product advertising 

featuring Latino models and cultural cues.  Will spontaneous responses reflect 

competition or an in-group bias or distinctiveness?  This question is illustrated 

graphically in Figure 4 below. 

Figure 3: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Gooding, 2008) 

Model of Distinctiveness Theory 

Numerical Rarity Observation & value by rare 
group 

Key: 
Salience 
Competition 
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Figure 4: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Gooding, 2008) 

 

 

Stimulus Materials 

A brief contextual analysis was completed earlier in a separate study to 

understand messages in ads targeted to African Americans and Latino 

consumers (Gooding, 2007).  Gooding’s results indicated that because of the 

notion of distinctiveness among ethnic markets, many ad messages feature more 

corporate socially responsible themes like the advertisers’ hiring people of color, 

providing funding for education and community projects/community relations 

activities, supporting ethnic businesses, supporting diversity initiatives, using 

This Study Will Test: 

Numerical Rarity Observation & value by rare 
group 

OR 

In-group Bias or 
Divide 

Key: 
 

Salience 
 

Competition 
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positive images of people of color, and supporting the environment.  Gooding 

(2007) concluded that advertisers assumed panethnicity and distinctiveness 

among all people of color, white women, and sometimes people with disabilities, 

by using the word “diverse” and photos of many different groups together.  Many 

of the advertisers’ themes from Gooding’s ethnic magazine study and outlined in 

Figures 1 and 2, were used to develop themes for the advertising stimuli in this 

study. 

Two duplicate versions of an 81/2 X 11 glossy, 11-page bound mock up 

magazine was used as stimuli to elicit spontaneous responses, similar to the 

stimuli used in Whittler and DiMeo’s 1991 study.  There were two separate 

versions of the stimulus magazine.  The stimuli are provided in Appendix C.  

Each version featured the same articles and advertisements of the same 

products and brands, but the cultural cues and races of models in the ads were 

changed.   

The essence of the advertisement designs, and ad copy, were mimicked 

from ads from actual ethnic magazines (Ebony, Black Enterprise, Essence, 

Hispanic Business, Latina Style, People En Espanol), only the product categories 

were changed, the brands were altered to generic, fictitious brands, and copy 

was rewritten.  This was similar to Torres and Briggs (2007), Hogg and Garrow 

(2003), and Appiah (2004), who all used real ads and some were digitally altered.  

Photos were from family pictures, www.Harrycutting.com, and Google Images at 

www.google.com. 
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Low involvement and high involvement products were used to test 

distinctiveness.  Other studies that considered involvement similarly are Torres 

and Briggs (2007), Whittler DiMeo (1991) and Ratchford (1987).  The high and 

low involvement products are listed in Table 9.  The ads were for:  a high 

definition TV, liquid laundry detergent, milk, a luxury car, and a medical supply 

company.  

 

The Articles  

The magazine cover and articles were designed in bright colors that are 

preferred by ethnic markets (Korzenny, & Korzenny, 2005) and their layouts also 

were mimicked from popular magazines.  The blended red, orange and white 

cover donned the name, You Magazine.  Nothing else was on the front cover to 

provide any clues as to its contents or the nature of the interview.  The articles 

were about living healthy--physically, emotionally, and financially.  This was 

common subject matter in the actual Latino and African American targeted 

magazines.  Like some ethnic magazines and health magazines, a recipe (for a 

lowfat strawberry desert from Cookinglight.com) was also included.   

The articles were only copy (text) without photos and were published online 

with a pool of articles produced by a life coach service.  The author provided the 

articles free if attribution was printed within the publication (Kaelin, 2007).  No 

photos were used in the articles because they would have prompted more 
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discussion of the articles than the advertisements.  The stimuli treatments 

(Appendix C) are discussed below. 

 

Stimuli to Mexican Informants:  Magazine M Treatment 

Mexican informants were asked to review magazine advertising that included: 

1. One high involvement ad with a message about supporting education 

and featuring with African American cues and models.  

2. One low involvement ad with African American cues and models.  

3. One socially responsible ad (sponsored by a low involvement product) 

that features a message about hiring and promoting African Americans 

with African American cues and models.  

4. One socially responsible ad about the environment (sponsored by high 

involvement product) with an African American model.  

5. One socially responsible ad about supporting minority owned 

businesses as suppliers (sponsored by a service) featuring models of 

many different ethnic groups.  

6. One low involvement socially responsible ad  that features a message 

about hiring and promoting Latinos with Mexican cues and models (the 

same ad as bullet three of the other group’s stimuli--these ads featured 

models and cues of the reader’s same race and culture)  
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Stimuli to African American Informants:  Magazine A Treatment 

In a vice versa fashion, African-American informants were asked to review 

magazine advertising that included: 

1. One high involvement ad with a message about supporting education 

and featuring Mexican cues and models.  

2. One low involvement ad with Mexican cues and models.  

3. One socially responsible ad (sponsored by a low involvement product) 

that features a message about hiring and promoting Latinos with 

Mexican cues and models.  

4. One socially responsible ad about the environment (sponsored by high 

involvement product) with a Mexican model.   

5. One socially responsible ad about supporting minority owned 

businesses as suppliers (sponsored by a service) featuring models of 

many different ethnic groups.  

6. One low involvement socially responsible ad  that features a message 

about hiring and promoting African Americans with African American 

cues and models (the same ad as bullet three of the other group’s 

stimuli--these ads featured models and cues of the reader’s same race 

and culture)  

Advertising stimuli for a set of six ads per magazine is outlined in Table 9 below.  

Low and high involvement products were selected and determined by their use in 

previous studies in extant literature. 
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Table 9: Advertising Stimuli to Each Informant 

Ad number 
& Product 

High 
Involv. 

Low  
Involv 

Service Hire & 
Promote 
other 
group 

Support 
business 
of other 
group 

Educate 
other 
group 

Diverse 
with 
many 
groups 

Other 
Group 
Models    

Other 
Group 
Cues 

Same 
Group 
Models  

Same 
Group 
Cues 

Ad 1 
Automobile 

X     X  X X   

Ad 2 
Milk 

 X      X X   

Ad 3 
Laundry 

Detergent 

 X  X    X X   

Ad 4 
HDTV 

X   X    X    

Ad 5 
Medical 
Service 

  X  X  X X  X  

Ad 6  
Laundry 

Detergent 
(same as 

Ad3) 

 X  X      X X 

 

 

Discussion Guide and Stimuli Validity 

The discussion questions were generated from the extant literature that 

produced the research questions that in turn, filtered down into the types of 

advertising stimuli and messages, as discussed earlier.  

For validity, the stimuli and discussion questions were tested a priori with 

5 respondents.  Because two of the models were ethnically ambiguous and could 

not be quickly identified as Black, Latino, or in one case, Jewish (because of hair 

texture), the photos of models in two ads were changed.  Also, ooriginally there 

were five ads, but after the pre-test, a sixth ad was added to contrast with other 

ads in the magazine.  The final ad featured the same generic detergent ad that 

was provided to the other group--models and cues that are traditionally targeted 

to the reader of the same race.  It was anticipated that a contrasting ad of the 
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informants’ own race would provide deeper insights into feelings and attitudes.  

This later proved to be a valuable decision. 

 

Interviewers 

Also, an African-American interviewer interviewed African-American 

informants, while a Mexican interviewer who also spoke Spanish was recruited 

and trained to interact with and interview Mexican informants.  Although the 

stimuli were in English as is the case with most American magazines and other 

media--English only, Spanish only and bilingual Mexican informants were the 

targeted respondents for the interviews.  Both interviewers took time to connect 

with interviewees before the interviews and dressed appropriately to not 

intimidate informants or bias the results.   

Informants were encouraged to open up and to feel comfortable with 

interviewers.  Triangulation occurred by asking the same question several times 

and in different ways to each informant.  Also the interviewers debriefed and 

shared thoughts about the interviews.  The ethnographic excursions also served 

as a triangulation method to put interviews in context.  Informants had the liberty 

to control the interview and answer or not answer questions they did not feel 

comfortable with.  They were reminded prior to the interview and during the 

course of the interviews when subjects were political in nature.  This practice also 

helped to ensure truth. 
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Interviews were digitally recorded and interviewers also took notes on body 

movements, observations, and select quotes in their field notes.  After data 

collection, the digital recordings were transcribed and numbers were assigned to 

each interviewee’s transcript.  After numbers were assigned, informants’ names 

were discarded and any identifying information in their quotations were changed 

for privacy and confidentiality.   

 

Demographic Survey 

Lastly, a brief demographic survey (see Appendices A & B) was administered 

and informants were asked to self-identify their race and for Latinos, their 

subgroup/ethnicity.  That demographic survey also collected information about 

ongoing personal relationships with the other group (Blair, 2001) and ethnic 

identity because salience and distinctiveness is also tied to a person’s level of 

ethnic identity, Phinney and Ong’s (2007).  This was captured using the new 

Ethnic Identity Measure Revised (MEIM-R) from Phinney and Ong’s study 

(2007).  A dissertation by Grable (2005) also uses this measure effectively.  The 

MEIM-R answered on a five-point Lickert Scale was considered because 

literature reports that higher levels of ethnic identity lead to higher levels of 

distinctiveness within the group.  To test distinctiveness between groups, this 

variable should be considered.  The MEIM-R was calculated using the mean.  

The MEIM-R is provided in Table 10 below. 
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Table 10: 

Multigroup Ethnic Identity Measure—Revised (MEIM__R) 

Item Number Item 

 
1 

 
I have spent time trying to find out more about my ethnic group, such as its history, 
traditions, and customs. 
 

 
2 

 
I have a strong sense of belonging to my own ethnic group. 
 

 
3 

 
I understand pretty well what my ethnic group membership means to me. 
 

 
4 

 
I have often done things that will help me understand my ethnic background better. 
 

 
5 

 
I have often talked to other people in order to learn more about my ethnic group. 
 

 
6 

 
I feel a strong attachment towards my own ethnic group. 
 

(Phinney and Ong, 2007) 

 

Data Analysis 

Data was analyzed by categorizing common threads or themes that emerged 

from the interviews and extant literature.  A systematic process of iteration 

(Spiggle, 1994) was used as recordings were listened to several times and 

transcripts were read repeatedly to compare: 

1. Context in which data was collected (this also includes current events, 

the researcher’s reflexive journal, observations and field notes from 

ethnographic excursions); 

2. How passages in one transcript related to other passages within the 

same interview; 
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3. How one whole interview related to passages in several other 

interviews; 

4. How some passages related to other passages in other interviews; 

5. And How whole interviews related to all other whole interviews; 

 

A discourse analysis and ethnographic observations were used to evaluate 

and report results.  Also, as a part of the data pool, the researcher kept a journal 

throughout the entire research process.  

 

Expectations for findings 

From a review of literature, it is hypothesized that Latino and African-

American consumers will compete to be targeted and exhibit an in-group bias 

that is distinctive among each groups’ respective ethnic group, instead of 

exhibiting salient attitudes toward models in ads targeted to the other group.  It is 

further expected that although competitiveness and in-group bias would be 

exhibited, no active Latino backlash or African-American backlash would occur, 

as was the case between Anglos and Blacks in Stafford, Birdwell, and Van 

Tassell (1970); Schlinger and Plummer (1972); Solomon, Bush, and Hair (1976); 

Whittler and DiMeo (1991); and Williams, Qualls, and Grier (1995).  It is also 

hypothesized that subjects that have on-going personal relationships with 

members of the other ethnic group would exhibit distinctive salience with the 

other group.  Furthermore, it is hypothesized that racial cues would not effect 
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perceptions of expensive high involvement products, but could matter for low 

involvement products.  Finally, it was expected that people with high levels of 

ethnic identity would be more distinctive to their own group instead of being 

distinctive to the other group. 

Although the research questions and the constructs provided earlier 

present categories and ideas as to conclusions, as Spiggle (1994) suggested, 

this study will consider these categories as provisional.  The investigator will seek 

to let emergent themes present themselves inductively. 

 

Importance of study 

This study is important because as the U.S. population changes and 

marketers invest more in targeting ethnic consumers (Dávila 2001), marketers 

need more research to understand attitudes and perceptions of emerging ethnic 

markets and to build sounder marketing/communications strategies and 

messages. This study will also carve out a new niche in ethnic marketing 

research and it will fill an academic literature void that previously studied mostly 

African-American and Anglo consumer relationships with limited concentration on 

Latino consumers or Latino relationships with African Americans in an advertising 

or marketing/communications context. 

Also, results of this study will be beneficial for academics, ad managers, 

and marketers to understand Latino attitudes toward seeing many African-
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Americans and cues targeted to them in advertisements over decades, while 

marketers neglected to target them as consumers.  Ethnic consumer attitudes 

about the race and culture of models and other racial cues (language, dialect, 

cultural settings, symbols, images, etc.) used to draw African-American and 

Latino attention to ad messages and to build brand loyalty in shared media 

environments, also has great managerial, public relations, social, and economic 

implications.  Being recognized as a viable consumer market and ethnic 

marketing also leads to political, social, and economic opportunity (Robinson, 

1994). 

 

Summary 

This chapter discussed methods that were used to complete the study in the 

next chapter.  It discussed characteristics of informants, recruitment, questions 

asked, and a demographic survey administered to capture more insight into the 

lives of informants. 
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Chapter Five 

Results and Discussion 

 

Before I can begin discussing the interview results, Des Moines, Iowa during 

the time of this study should be discussed in context.  According to Hy 

Mariampolski (2006) in the book, Ethnography For Marketers:  A Guide to 

Consumer Immersion, marketers benefit from taking an ethnographic approach 

to marketing and marketing research.  Understanding research in context and 

from an immersion standpoint provides a surface bursting depth to evaluating 

results.  Thus, a number of observations from ethnographic excursions are 

reported.  Much of this information in the early part of the chapter was excerpted 

from my journal of observations (Mariampolski, 2006) and the field notes I kept 

throughout the research process (Spiggle, 1994).   

 

Des Moines In Ethnographic Context 

As an ethnographer, I savored my visit to Des Moines via observations, 

shopping with informants, driving around the city with informants, visiting 

informants in their places of work and homes, and using all of my senses to 

understand the city and informants’ perceptions and attitudes in context.  These 

ethnographic excursions would also provide context for the interviews in light of 

the amount of visible diversity within the city, if there was a scarcity of resources, 
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the look and feel of mixed, majority white, and ethnic neighborhoods, the local 

economy, and the sense of opportunity around the city. 

After arrival, while walking through the Des Moines International Airport to 

the parking lot, I noticed some changes in the city immediately.  I later wrote 

about my thoughts and observations in my journal: 

  
As I arrived in Des Moines, on this sunny Spring day, I noticed 
there was a difference from when I lived there almost seven years 
ago.  Just in the airport were Eastern Indian people and the women 
were dressed in colorful embroidered saris with shiny gold trim.  
There was a man who was tall and dark, who appeared to be from 
Sudan.  I had heard that the Lost Boys of Sudan and other 
refugees have made Des Moines and other parts of Iowa their 
home.  Now I see for myself that unlike when I lived here, and 
would be hard pressed to see other people of color, I am seeing 
them many places now--and some are in their native dress not fully 
assimilating, but staying in culture in this majority Anglo metropolis.  
What a change! 

  

 

Undocumented Worker Raids 

This study was also challenging to complete because of the current events 

that were taking place that affected the thoughts, emotions and trust of many of 

my targeted informants.  Before I arrived in Des Moines, the U.S. Immigration 

and Customs Enforcement department of U.S. Homeland Security had set up 

employee raids at a meat processing plant in a neighboring city.  Over 300 

allegedly undocumented workers (mostly Latino) were arrested and detained in 

the middle of the day (Ebaugh and Raasch, 2008; Reinitz, 2008).  This was one 
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of several raids that had occurred at many factories across the state in recent 

months (Melendez-Salinas, 2007).  

In previous raids, children in school were left without parents who were 

arrested and detained, and the children had to live with other family members, 

community organization representatives, church members, and friends.  Some 

American citizens who were Mexican and spoke little English were also detained 

in previous raids.  News reports reported how many in the local community were 

upset because the most recent raid detained Mexican workers in a cattle 

slaughtering facility (Melendez-Salinas, 2007). 

These raids brought a shadow of distrust of outsiders that fell on lower 

income, limited English or non-English speaking Mexican citizens and immigrants 

across the city.  This context and distrust was sure to affect the study.  When I 

approached a Mexican couple who had moved into a rental home in Beverdale, a 

middle class, quaint area in Des Moines that was home to little coffee houses, art 

stores, an import clothes and jewelry shop, cafes, and boutiques, all locally 

owned, they were reticent about talking to me.  They were neighbors of an 

African American informant whose children played with the Mexican couple’s 

children.  The informant and I approached them about participating in the study, 

but they were leery at first.  They were more open and a little more trusting when 

I spoke to them in Spanish, but they did not answer the door when I returned for 

a mutually agreed upon appointment at their home (although they were clearly 
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home).  It was at this point when I hired the Mexican, Spanish speaking 

interviewer to help with this project. 

 

English as Iowa’s official language 

Not only was the climate of the city stressed at this time because of the 

raids, but for years there has also been an undercurrent of a reoccurring struggle 

related to diversity and more people of color and cultures moving into the state.  

The Iowa legislature passed a controversial law that made English the official 

language of the state so that they would not be legally required to translate 

governmental documents, legal forms or provide bilingual or multilingual signage 

or services, even educational services (Stanton, 2002).   

 

The Local Economy 

Besides the stressful cultural climate that some informants (African 

Americans and Latinos) discussed during their interviews, the local economy was 

also a point of stress.  This revelation became apparent when, on several 

occasions, I drove around the city and accompanied four of the informants on 

their trips across the city to get a sense of the local economy and context of the 

city for the study.  Because Iowa is one of the country’s largest producers of 

corn, and corn is being used for ethanol nationwide, one would think that the 

economy in Des Moines is booming and grocery prices are less expensive than 

other areas of the U.S.  Not so.  
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With the immigrant round ups and raids at the meat plant, one of the 

largest meat suppliers for the state (Ebaugh and Raasch, 2008), there was a 

shortage of beef.  This and gas prices associated with trucking in groceries drove 

the cost of meat up astronomically.  A few weeks before the raids and the 

increasing costs of gas, the price of a large family roll of ground beef was $10.  

Prices doubled to $20 per package at Wal-Mart, a retailer that usually has less 

expensive groceries and wares than the local grocery store chain.  “These prices 

make me scared that I won’t be able to feed my family,” said one informant.  Also 

the price of green peppers, usually two to four peppers for $1, moved to $1.19 

per pepper.  “I’m not paying that,” exclaimed an female informant.   

While in Wal-Mart, we passed several people who looked white, but had a 

dark tinge in their skin and spoke Spanish.  “See, some people you think are 

white here are not and you hear different languages everywhere,” said an 

informant.  We also passed a group of people speaking a Slavic tongue--perhaps 

the Bosnian refugees who resettled in Des Moines.  “There are lots of people 

from Katrina here, too, but a lot of people didn’t want them here,” said another 

informant as we walked through Wal-Mart’s men’s clothing area.  

In lower income, ethnic and some middle class neighborhoods, people 

were not swiping their credit cards or debit cards to pay at the gas pump.  

Instead, people drove up to the gas pump, got out of their cars and walked inside 

holding or fumbling in purses and pockets for cash.  Inside of the convenience 

stores behind the gas pumps, they actually stood in line to pay prior to pumping 
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gas.  During the course of this study, gas prices jumped from $3.79 to $3.83 and 

were $3.91 for the regular 87 unleaded blend during the final data collection.  

The 89 unleaded blend was the Ethanol blend that was the same price as the 

regular unleaded blend at many gas stations.  Just 7 years ago when I lived in 

Des Moines, the price of gas was right at $1 or under $1 per gallon if one chose 

the 89 E (Ethanol).  These prices affected the everyday life of several of the 

informants. 

 

We stopped driving our SUV and our family of 6 squeezes into our 
smaller car.  I only put a little in at a time.  I can’t afford it.  I can 
only stand to see $20 go in the tank at a time and that goes 
nowhere. Half the time I’m nearly on E, praying that we can make it. 

Black male, in 40s.   

 

It should be noted that a couple of informants’ mortgages had recently 

increased by double because of the mortgage crisis.  One informant’s family had 

refinanced their home a few years ago to take advantage of the lower mortgage 

rates.  They had a fixed rate for a few years and then an adjustable rate 

mortgage that had recently resulted in a $1,400 increase in their mortgage 

payments per month.   

 One evening, while returning from an ethnographic excursion with an 

informant, we passed a library’s parking lot, I asked one of the informants if the 

library was open and why several cars were in the lot at 10 p.m.  The cars were 

parked in the dark with lights off, but there was a glow on the inside of the cars.  
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The informant said that the cars were using laptops to surf the internet as other 

cars drove in and parked.  The informant said that for some of her friends and 

family the internet is a luxury and had to be turned off when prices for gas and 

food increased.  The informant also said that when one of her neighbors went 

wireless, her family had internet for a while until the neighbor locked it.  I thought 

this was a new kind of drive through or drive in and quite inventive--especially for 

families and individuals who could afford to buy laptops or had professional jobs 

that provided them, but could not afford the price of an internet service provider.  

I wondered what the library would do if they knew about this late night practice.   

 

Snap Shot of Ethnic Neighborhood 

 While traveling to a couple of interviews on the lower income, 

predominantly multi-ethnic eastside of Des Moines, I observed run-down houses 

with broken windows patched with plastic and duct tape, homes with 

disintegrating paint-chipped siding that revealed the brown wood underneath (I 

thought was this termite damage?), and homes with vacant lots next door that 

were filled with dirt, patches of high grass and weeds, along with sprinkles of 

broken glass and smashed cups, bottles and trash.  There were also several 

houses with cars or motorcycles parked on dirt filled front lawns.  In the midst of 

this scene were a handful of small houses sprinkled around the area with newer 

brightly colored siding, colorful flowers, trees, and plants, and carefully 

manicured front lawns fenced in by chain link fences.   
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 In a low-income neighborhood near Martin Luther King Dr., there was an 

Asian man and woman pulling a red wagon with two toddlers down the street, 

African American men were washing cars and a few older African American 

women were sitting on front porches.  Down the block a group of older Mexican 

men were talking in a group of four while leaning on the side of a burgundy early 

1990s Cadillac.  At one house with African Americans coming out of the front 

door, there were two large middle aged African American men sitting on 

motorcycles talking to a couple of middle aged White men wearing bandanas 

also sitting on motorcycles on the small front lawn that was mostly dirt and rocks.  

 Although not all African Americans and Latinos live in ethnic 

neighborhoods, these scenes provide a picture of the conditions and diversity 

within ethnic neighborhoods and provide context for this study.  These 

descriptions also provide some insight into the in-depth interviews that follow. 

 

In-depth Interviews 

The in-depth interviews revealed a deep and rich examination of 

informants’ ideas of advertising, marketing, corporate social responsibility, 

message elaboration, attitudes toward marketing in-culture and conversely 

out of culture, and social and political attitudes toward majority culture, as well 

as other minority (numerically rare) cultures.  As data were transcribed, 

listened to several times, and the transcriptions were read several times, 
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themes emerged inductively (Spriggle, 1994) and were put into categories  

(Mariampolski, 2006) outlined in Figure 5.   

Figure 5 illustrates some overlapping responses or shared responses that 

reveal distinctiveness between both groups as numerical rarities in a majority 

Anglo city, state and nation.  This distinctiveness also is in how they 

perceived the majority culture.  Figure 5 also outlines spontaneous responses 

that exhibited in-group bias, panethincity, or distinctiveness within one group, 

responses that revealed competition, and responses that provided a context 

for perceptions of the other group.  First, the overlapping results from both the 

African American and Mexican informants will be reported below.  Then, the 

results that did not overlap and exhibited in-group bias and competition will be 

reported for each group.     

 

Shared Spontaneous Responses 

 When the stimulus magazine was given to the informants for review, both 

Mexican and African American informants repeatedly gave many of the same 

responses or similar spontaneous responses regardless of educational level, 

income, gender or other demographic variables.  Responses are further 

categorized below and demonstrate a distinctiveness between the two groups. 
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Initial Responses to Magazine Stimulus 

• Happy to see a magazine for people of color because they don’t see local  
diverse magazines or TV images  

• Even though other group in ads, most  thought publication was targeted also to 
them as a person of color 

 
Distinctiveness BETWEEN Groups 

• Use word diversity spontaneously and positively 

• Identify as a member of a people of color community (most times identifying self 
more favorably in multicultural community than as member of their own 
“stigmatized” racial group)  

• Numbers important: sees self as part of a growing minority community in majority 
white state 

• Shows empathy and solidarity as minorities against discrimination, social ills and 
perceived treatment by whites 

• Distinctive to physical appearance of people of color and takes time to discern the 
race of models (even if ethnically ambiguous) 

• If ad is about “diversity”, prefer ads with wide range of people of color as models 
instead of just one race--even their own race. If ad says diversity, it must be diverse 
and EVEN include whites.  Don’t seek to exclude whites although historical and 
current mainstream media includes whites and excludes people of color and people 
of their racial group.  

• Majority prefer SMYTHE ad because of pictures of many people of color and 
message about supporting businesses of people of color 

• Many distrust corporate America and distrust that companies have to SAY they are 
diverse. BUT, informants look positively at advertisers’ companies that are in fact 
diverse and work in community 

• Have negative feelings toward social service (Welfare) and public health (HIV PSAs) 
ads with images of people of color 
 
Perceptions About Anglos 

• It’s good NOT to have to see Anglos in our media because we see them everywhere 
and they are others/outsiders 

• Has us versus them attitude about whites 

• Feels repressed and inhibited by whites 

• Anglos think they are better than people of color 

• Anglos have all opportunities 

• Anglos control America and our opportunities/our fate 

• Anglos control images of people of color in media 
 
Social  

• Communities see themselves as people of color together, but have no or little 
relationship with other community 

• See numbers together and consumer spending power as a way to opportunity 
 
Involvement 

• The race of model and socially responsible messages in high involvement  
product ads don’t matter so much as information about product 

• Race of model, cultural cues, and socially responsible messages are usually 
important in low involvement product advertising, however, in current  
economy, purchase intentions aren’t overwhelmingly affected by use of  
diverse models, models of same race, and copy about socially responsible 
messages, but informants notice and respect company more.  

 
Marketing 

• Brand conscious 

• Knowledgeable about marketing vocabulary 

• Prefer bright colors in ads 
 

Distinctiveness WITHIN Group, In-Group Bias or 
Panethnic Responses 

• A few said magazine wasn’t targeted to them 
because it did not have more African Americans 

• Like to see ads with African Americans 

• Identified with models of own ethnic group said 
looked like friends or reminded them of their 
family/relationships. 

• Use of WE when discussing other African 
Americans (distinctive with in-group) 

• Loved GTC ad with African American families over 
GTC Hispanic ad because identified with models 
(look like friends and family) and said they didn’t 
see this much….didn’t like the use of word diversity 
in ad though! 

In-group Bias Responses 

• Use of “them” as more as a “they’re an outsider” 
term when discussing Latinos or Mexicans 

• Sometimes felt that very indigenous looking and 
darker skinned Latinos were social ills, lower class 
Competitive Response 

• They think they are better than us 

• Anglos are more comfortable with them because of 
their lighter skin color an d less intimidating image 

• Use of “them” when discussing Mexicans (in more 
of an outsider tone) 

• They get more opportunities because of numbers 
increasing 

Admiration Responses 

• They live together, save money, join resources and 
buy businesses 

• They work together to change their situation and 
then are able to buy houses 

Social Responses 

• They take up our tax dollars and resources 

• They should speak English in America 
Other Responses: 

• Spontaneously used Latino and Mexican instead of 
Hispanic 

• Communities see themselves as people of color 
together, but have no or little relationship with 
other community. 

 
 

Distinctiveness WITHIN Group, In-Group 
Bias or Panethnic Responses 

• A few said magazine wasn’t targeted to them 
because it did not have more Latinos  

• Like to see ads with Latinos 

• Like use of word Latino over Hispanic 

• Use of WE when discussing Latinos and or 
Mexicans 

• Identify with people who are Spanish speaking 
or are of any Latino subculture (Distinctive to 
in-group) 

• Many times preferred to be identified not as 
Mexican, but with other Latino groups 

• Loved GTC ad Mexican families over GTC 
African American ad because identified with 
models (look like friends and family) and said 
they didn’t see this much…didn’t like the use of 
word diversity in ad though! 

• Quickly look for racial and cultural cues to 
connect with ad.  E.G.  

•     Identified with models of own ethnic group 
said looked like friends or reminded them of 
their family/relationships. 

• Care how outsiders (mostly Anglos) viewed 
images of Latinos 

• Displayed in-group bias to a limit, but mostly 
very multicultural 

 
CLASS Bias (In-group bias on another tier) 

•  Prefer middle class, aspirational images of & 
positive messages about Mexicans  

• Prefer Aspirational and positive messages 
when African Americans displayed 

•  Although Latinos can be of any color no one 
saw African Americans as Black Latinos 

•     Competitive Response 

• They think they are better than us 

• They want to be white 

• They have better opportunities because of civil 
rights movement 

• Use of “them” as more as a “they’re an 
outsider” term when discussing African 
Americans (in more of an outsider tone) 

 
Other Responses 

• Spontaneously used African 
American instead of Blacks  

  

Mexican  
Informants 

 

African American  
Informants 

Both Groups 

© 2008, Velma A.R. Gooding 

Figure 5:  Common Emergent Themes 
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Distinctiveness BETWEEN Groups 

Finally diverse folks  

All of the informants immediately said that the publication was for “people 

of color” or “minorities” or it was “diverse.”  They used each of these words 

spontaneously throughout the interviews, which demonstrated that they were 

salient to racial minorities immediately.  Most were happy to see a magazine that 

they thought was targeted to people of color when they did not see much 

diversity in local publications or in local media.  Although the publication that was 

provided for their review predominantly featured advertising with models and 

cultural cues of the other group, most thought that the magazine was targeted to 

them as a person of color at immediate, first glance.  The presence of people of 

color drew attention and acknowledgement, as demonstrated informants’ 

comments below:  

 

Obviously it’s about different products all of us use--all cultures use 
and uh, good ideas.  It’s something many minorities would pick up 
because of the fact that it is geared toward minorities, not the 
average white community or majority community. 

Mexican woman, mid 50s 

 
 

It’s made to really attract….what got my attention was that it was 
made for all the diverse people--especially the one about the 
detergent.  

Mexican woman, early 50s 
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Obviously more minorities will read this magazine because you see 
more minorities here. 

Mexican woman, early 50s 
 
 
I think it’s a good message.  I think it’s the message for the 21st 
century.  Especially as America becomes more diverse, I think a, 
uh, retailer, a company or, manufacturer, I think they are crazy if 
they don’t start incorporating diversity into some of their messages. 

African American male, mid 60s 
 
 
Well, I think there’s always been a strain and because the African 
American community here is more boisterous than the Latino 
community, but because of the issues that have been raised now 
with undocumented workers, the voice of the Latinos have come 
out more and we have the African American churches and 
community come to the aid and the instances of these people 
because they realize that they are now being the down trodden 
individuals, like the African Americans were the slaves, now  its 
turned into more Latinos and other minority groups-- the 
Bosnians…you know, we still have African Americans that come 
from other countries that are being abused and such as well.  
There’s the Sudanese, we have some from Zimbabwe, there’s a 
large number, but I couldn’t tell you all of ‘em, but it’s growing 
because of the civil wars within those countries, they had the 
opportunity to move to the united states and there are refugees, so 
you know, in our community--even within the African American 
community, we’re finding there has been a change.  Competition?  I 
wouldn’t say that.  I wouldn’t go that far--even with the sudden 
changes within the population. 

Mexican woman, mid 50s 
 
 
 
The articles were directed at minorities.  They are really health 
conscious and mind conscious.  Body, soul, mind spirit…The 
pictures show a diverse group of people.  You got families 
represented, Looks like you have single people represented.  Just a 
wide range of people….One that I keep turning to, I don’t know why 
or if on purpose, is this one.  It captured my attention the most 
because of the diverse group of people that’s in there.  You got a 
looks like a little of everybody in there.  Men, women, African 
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Americans, looks like he might be middle easterner.  It’s just a 
variety of people.  It talked about their diverse workplace 

Black male, early 40s 
 
 
 

Scanning for Race 

 As the last quote above illustrates, many informants also found 

themselves automatically scanning photos to discern the ethnicity or race of 

models in the advertising stimuli.  This scanning could even be physically 

observed as some of the informants traced their index fingers across the photos 

in the stimuli advertisements and the space between their eyebrows puckered as 

their eyes closed in on certain models.  This scanning for cues to discern race 

may be explained by Devine’s (1989) automatic response literature and message 

processing in the Elaboration Likelihood Model (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986).  A few 

other quotes that show informants scanning stimuli for race are provided below: 

 

 

I would say there is diversity within it because there are different 
cultures in it, so, I would say yes, they are showing more diversity 
than particularly white, Hispanic, she looks um, somewhat white, 
maybe Indian or something like that.   

African American man, 40s 

 

 
There’s one [ad] for a car with African Americans and there’s one 
for job opportunities and having a diverse workplace with a man of 
middle eastern descent, and an Asian woman, an Asian guy, a 
Latino woman, a Hispanic woman, an African American.  Another 
ad for bleach.  For detergent with minorities.  Looks like they’re all 
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Hispanics (with a laugh in his voice).  That’s why [I’m attracted to 
this diverse ad]. 

Mexican man, early 20s 
 
 
But this is the ad that I found to be the most diverse.  Um, I mistook 
her for being Caucasian, but she’s Hispanic.  When I first looked 
through it, I mistook her for being Caucasian and then I saw the 
word diversity here….Well, I did think this female was white, or 
Caucasian, so I did uh scan the ad and I’m scanning it more closely 
now.  But yeah, but an ad of this nature, which shows uh, presents 
a number of shots of a number of people of many different 
situations, and although they’re all either Hispanic or people of 
color (pulls magazine closer to his face)--I mean I can’t make a 
judgment, who knows, she just might be middle eastern, and he 
might be middle eastern, if I look at the picture more closely, I might 
see Mexicana LA (tapping the picture of a building marquee in the 
background of an ad), just  the assemblage of people makes this 
an attractive ad.  

African American man, Mid 60s 

 

 

Another Kind of Ethnic Identity 

In fact, most of the informants identified themselves as a member of a 

“people of color community.”  Many times they identified themselves more 

favorably in the local multicultural community than as member of their own racial 

group (that some say is stigmatized)--although they indicated that their racial 

group had no or little relationship with members of the other community.  Several 

indicated that being a part of a broader multicultural community increases their 

population numbers and is important to the informants who see themselves as 

part of a growing minority community in majority Anglo state.  This is quite a 

different result from Cano’s (2007) study in Southeastern Florida.   
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As a part of this mindset, many of the informants showed empathy and 

solidarity as minorities against discrimination, social ills and perceived treatment 

by whites.  As I transcribed the interviews, I consistently coded an “us against the 

whites” category for both groups.  The Mexican and African American informants 

felt that combining their increasing numbers and spending power was a way to 

gain opportunity and to initiate social and political change.  However, many still 

feel that there continues to be a social strain among both communities because 

each group perceives that the other group views them negatively.  This finding is 

a different identity from Phinney’s and Ong’s (2007) study of ethnic identity.  This 

more distinctive, yet still strained collective or dual group identity and some of the 

reasons for it, is captured in the passages below. 

 

(Talking in a heavy Spanish accent)  I think we [Latinos and African 
Americans] have a lot in common.  I totally believe and I identify a 
lot with them…with African Americans.  First of all because I think 
we are both minorities and in different ways, we have both suffered 
the same racial issues—not the same, different ones, but that is 
something we have in common.  But I don’t think most of the 
people see that and there is a division.  There’s also a lot of 
differences and what I’m getting a lot from our people is that African 
Americans they see us as we just came here taking advantage of 
the system and they have suffered for so long with the slavery and 
everything, it’s like you don’t deserve it.  I do.  That’s the feeling I 
get from most of African Americans and I think it’s stupid because 
we should be unified because we can become a majority instead of 
two minorities.  Basically the way I see it is that whites are the 
majorities.  They are the majority and we are the minority, but we 
are so many, Latinos have so many and African Americans have 
many.  If we unify our forces, it’s going to be a lot better for all of us.  
It’s not against whites, it’s not nothing like that, but I think we can all 
do better if we are all together…Try to get better jobs.  Try to help 
our kids.  It’s incredible the percentage of minorities in jail.  The 
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numbers of drop outs with our kids.  I mean, if we don’t get together 
and bring our ideas and our similarities, respecting also the 
differences of the other groups, I think we could do a lot better for 
our kids, for ourselves, in every area—in economic area, 
careerwise, in civil rights—everything.   

Mexican woman, mid 50s 

 
 

I think the ad itself would say we’re inclusion or we value the 
minority dollar as well, just by the ad itself.  See, I don’t think that 
um, a company that is not concerned with the minority dollar would 
even advertise to us.  Clearly it is geared to us people of color.  I 
think if they didn’t care, they would just have some white family on 
here (in a sarcastic voice and rolling eyes upward).  And they need 
to value the minority dollar because we have a lot of money to 
spend, and we make a lot of decisions.  It’s not like, um, we don’t 
have any power with the dollar.  Some people might think we don’t, 
but hey, I use Tide.  What if Tide was like [Changes voice into a 
stereotypical white man’s voice], hey, we don’t like Black people 
using our products?  Then I would find something else, I tell you 
that now. 

African American woman, late 30s 
 
 

I look at myself as a person of color and I join in every facet in 
whatever the community is doing--the African American community, 
the Asian community, the Latino community, the Jewish 
community.  Whenever there are different celebrations, it doesn’t , 
you know, matter, if I can go--I attend.  So, I look at our city, at our 
state as more multicultural than a lot of people assume or see. 

 
[I consider myself more in the] people of color community…I try to 
be with both…uh, sometimes, I swear away from our people, my 
people because I don’t think we support each other as we should.  
We’re more out to uh…how do I put it?  I don’t want to say get over, 
but we just are out, um, we just don’t support each other as we 
should. …  I think we would be more successful as an African 
American group if we thought higher thoughts and not always 
thinking, you know, lower of ourselves and you know what I mean.  
And, I think if we pushed a little harder, a lot of us could get a 
further, you know., and not have that, I don’t want to say ghetto 
mentality, but, um, a “get over” mentality, you know what I mean?  
Some of us, they work and um, we work, I think that, but we don’t 
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support each other like I think we should (as Mexicans get along, 
she later discusses).  That’s the only thing I don’t like.  Really, 
myself, I think, a lot, in Iowa anyway, a lot of people use white 
people as an excuse for why they aren’t getting ahead and I think 
we are our own….we’re our own enemy in those areas…I do. 

African American woman, mid 30s 
 
 

I think that there is no--We have to be very realistic because I am a 
Hispanic and some of the ads are Afro American, I think that 
although we are from different cultures, we both have the same 
needs and the same wants and I think a magazine of this kind 
would be very beneficial to both of us. 

Mexican woman, mid 70s 
 
 

I think if they could really come together like the Black Brown 
Coalition, we really need more of that to try to overcome a lot of the 
barriers.  And there are, where everybody says no, there aren’t any 
[struggles and barriers], but there are-- that’s reality.  Let’s face 
that.   

Mexican woman, late 70s 
 
 

After being asked if African Americans and Mexicans have the same 
opportunities locally as models in the ads, one informant who is a day laborer 
answers:  
 
 

No, because if they’re illegal, they can’t work….But they [Mexicans and 
African Americans] must stick together because they’re uh, always 
working like next to each other helping each other get through the day and 
everything.  So,[there’s] no competition between them. 

Mexican man, early 20s 
 
 
 Another informant recognizes another dimension to seeing himself as 

more of a person of color than an African American and acknowledging a need 

for unity among African Americans and Mexicans: 
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I’m a part of a people of color community because I think people of 
color have common issues, especially here in Iowa.  Well, here in 
Iowa, people of color face similar obstacles.  People of color face 
similar obstacles when it comes to being viewed as individuals by 
law enforcement.  Institutions view people of color stereotypically 
here in Iowa…(A long pause) I think um, it is uh, (pause) what  I call 
an amicable relationship [between Hispanics and African 
Americans specifically].  I think it is a positive relationship.  And I 
might be biased because I used to do immigration work so I had an 
opportunity to go in and out of the Latino Hispanic culture in terms 
of my immigration work.  But even apart from that, I think, I think we 
all believe that we have a common fate--in the same boat .  And I 
don’t think many African Americans look on with favor when 
Hispanics are caught up in immigration raids and those types of 
things.  I think there’s empathy there.  I think there’s empathy there. 

African American man, mid 60s 
 

 

I See White People Everywhere 

In light of those obstacles mentioned in the above quote, and being a 

numerical rarity in a statewide and citywide sea of Anglos, some informants 

indicated that they were happy not to see Anglos in the publication.  There was a 

notion that it was good not to see Anglos in ethnic media because nonwhites see 

white people everywhere and consider them as others and outsiders. 

Although the HDTV ad in the stimuli provided to African American 

informants included a fair-skinned Mexican man who sometimes was mistaken 

for a white man, no Anglos were included in the publication.  This absence of 

Anglo images in regular product advertising was welcomed and revealed that 

there was almost a backlash against the use of Anglo models in minority 

publications--except for when ads that were about “diversity.”  This exception will 

be discussed a little later.  This backlash finding is an interesting contrast to past 
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literature that explores the idea of a white backlash in the use of African 

American models positively in advertising as found in Stafford, Birdwell, and Van 

Tassell (1970), Schlinger and Plummer (1972) Solomon, Bush, and Hair (1976); 

Whittler and DiMeo (1991); and Williams, Qualls, and Grier (1995).  Some 

backlash comments are included below: 

 

 
I don’t see no white folks in here.  Because you see whites 
everywhere.  I see the whites everywhere, so that’s a good thing 
[they aren’t in this magazine]. 

African American man, late 40s 

 

 
I really skipped right over this!  (Laughs hard.)  Can I read it now?  I 
didn’t like the white guy.  I hate to tell ya!  (she says playfully)  I 
didn’t realize that I was that visual, but I just looked at him, and the 
way he’s looking at me, I just turned the page.  (laughed)  I didn’t 
even know what the ad was about…  To be honest with you, 
subconsciously, I didn’t realize that I tend to look at ads and articles 
more with minorities in them.  But if they have…if all of these 
people were white, I would just turn the page…and I don’t know 
why.  I wish I could tell you why.  

African American woman, late 30s 
 
 

After saying that she liked the use of an African American child model in 

the stimulus milk ad, a Mexican informant was asked if she would have the same 

reaction to a white child model.  Her response: 

  

 
I don’t think…(paused) well maybe (paused), well, she’d have to be 
AWFUL cute.  (Laughs hard.)  Awful cute.  Yeah, I think she 
interests me (points to African American child) because she is a 
minority child.  Yeah, I think so. 

Mexican woman, mid 50s  
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Other informants said that they wouldn’t mind the use of a white child in 

the Milk ad because children are innocent and different than using white adults in 

ads in ethnic publications.  One of the informants highlights this as he says: 

 

They could be white [a child model in the milk ad], they won’t make 
no never mind because kids don’t know what prejudice is.  They 
don’t know what racism is.  They’re just kids--‘til they get older then 
everything kind of changes.  Plus some things change for some of 
them.  Like I said, uh, now they know what prejudice is or racism 
is…some take it and some don’t it all depends on that person.   

African American man, late 40s  
 

 

One informant added an interesting sarcastic comment about how he 

perceived the use of whites in ads.  In particular, below he discusses the HDTV 

ad where he mistook the fairer skinned Mexican model for a white man: 

 

When I took a sociology class recently, they talked about different 
races in advertisements [and how] it portrays a value…looking at 
the ad here, talking about high definition TV and comparing it with a 
white person in society, it appears that the Caucasian race is upper 
class, so therefore, portrayed here, means this must be a great TV.  
You know you got a Caucasian in there and yeah, it must be great 
(says sarcastically).  
 

 

 This is an interesting comment because it echoes a saying in the African 

American community--“Some folks think that White folks’ ice is colder than Black 

folks’ ice.”  This colloquial term is a term or resentment and means that some 

people (even other African Americans) feel that being white adds greater 
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perceived value to products, services or businesses.  This is also used when 

African American professionals discuss how they make a comment in the 

boardroom or make a contribution to a professional project, but are not 

acknowledged for their insight being a good or key contribution.  However, when 

a white person makes the same contribution or comment after the African 

American, they receive praise and accolades.  This is a point of conversation and 

resentment also within Latino professional circles in majority white work 

situations.   

 

Provisional Ethnic Backlash 

As mentioned earlier, although there was a bit of a backlash against the 

use of whites in regular product advertising in ethnic media, the informants had a 

different opinion about socially responsible ads that used the word “diversity” to 

discuss a multicultural workplace.  Most of the informants said they preferred ads 

with a wide range of people of color as models instead of models of just one 

race--even their own race.  In fact, the majority of informants were more 

positively partial to the fictitious Smythe Medical Technologies ad that featured 

pictures of many different professional racial minorities with a message of 

diversity, inclusion and supporting ethnic businesses.  For instance, when a 

Mexican informant was asked which ad stood out the most to him after his initial 

look through the magazine, he said:  
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The one about the diverse workplace because my workplace is not 
very diverse.  This [Smythe ad] is very interesting.  I think that it is 
very true that their diversity does make them number one.  It has all 
pictures of the diverse workers and how they smile makes it stand 
out…It speaks pretty good to me right now.   

Mexican man, early 20s 

 

Others indicated their pleasure with the more diverse Smythe ad than with 

their single race ad.  Again this is a contrast to Cano’s (2007) conclusion about 

mixed-visual advertising most likely because of geographical location, where in 

Florida, Latinos are represented in large numbers alone.  Also, the perceptions of 

immigrants in Florida may be different, according to Vaca (2004).  Comments 

about the informants’ pleasure with the more diverse Smythe ad are below:  

 

It’s a diverse ad and I think it’s very inclusive.  It includes 
everybody.  I think that it tells me that no matter what racial 
diversity you have, that you can attain a job of this type in the global 
marketplace.  I think it’s a good ad.  I don’t think they’d have to do 
too much to make it more well rounded or more informative or 
whatever.   

Mexican woman, late 70s 

 

Good ad.  Good ad.  It symbolizes visually that this employer Is 
concerned about diversity.  To me it is important, yeah…  Because 
visual symbols send--visual signals are powerful.  it’s just like here 
in this office--the more people we see in responsible positions, that 
says something about the our field.  So, if we see people who are 
smiling cheerful and yet it depicts they are employees of Smythe 
Medical Technologies, that makes me more favorable to Smythe 
Medical Technologies.  I  think I’ve seen some ads like this in Black 
Enterprise, and maybe even Ebony, but in some of the trade 
magazines you see ads like this—like the Health trade magazines 
and Black Enterprise and….(he stops and looks at them)  Yeah,  
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because I think, at least I’m concerned about if someone says they 
are diverse, I immediately pick up on that and I’m drawn to an ad 
that talks about diversity and then I take a look at the people and 
see if they are in fact representative of a diverse population.  Yeah. 

African American man, mid 60s 
 

 

However, while many informants considered themselves a part of a wider 

people of color community, they felt that if an ad discussed “diversity”, it truly 

must be diverse and include whites.  The inclusiveness of the informants was an 

interesting result, because although research shows that people of color have 

historically been stereotyped or left out of media (Kern-Foxworth, 1994; Wison & 

Gutierrez, 1995) and some respondents spontaneously mentioned this, they 

didn’t talk about revenge.  Instead, they said Anglos should not be excluded from 

ads when copy discussed diversity.  This is discussed below. 

 

 

This one, GTC they are talking about diversity, but they are all 
African Americans and the other one, was the same one, but it was 
the one in the back [with all Mexicans].  This [SMYTHE ad] is very 
good because now you’re talking about diversity.  You are not 
talking about only one culture, but you are talking about different 
people.  Here you can see, I mean, I’m a Latina and I can identify 
with this woman, for example.  I can identify with her because she 
looks like a Latina, that’s why.  So, you are talking, ok they are 
including my culture and my people, no?  And this one also (points 
at GTC Hispanic), this one (taps page with three hard thrusts of 
index finger) the GTC, the last one.  They all look like Latinos.  So, 
you are not talking on diversity, I mean if you are not including most 
of the cultures…It all depends on the market you are targeting I 
think.  But it bothers me when somebody is saying its diversity…if 
you are talking about diversity you’re talking about different 
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cultures—not only Latinos, not only African Americans, you’re 
talking about different cultures.   

Mexican woman, mid 50s  
 

I would definitely like diversity within the company.  Um, because 
then that portrays an image that you’re not one [white culture] 
focused behind it.  This (points at ad) is leaving out one culture that 
I can see.  You would definitely want--if you’re talking about 
diversity, you would definitely want to try to portray as much culture 
in your company.  If you’re looking for diversity, you would probably 
want to portray the most or include the most culture and diversity 
within the company as you possibly can.   

African American man, early 40s 

 

 

Skepticism:  Don’t Say Diversity, Show It 

Many informants did not trust companies merely saying they were diverse.  In 

fact, many wondered why socially responsible ads had to say the company 

valued diversity or hired people of color.  However, informants did look positively 

at advertisers’ companies that are in fact diverse and work in community. 

 
 

So I say, just like the company I work with, I’m probably the 
only…yeah, (like an epiphany) I would say I am the only African 
American underwriter in the company--in our department.  In essence, 
it’s been pretty much been with various departments I’ve been working 
with.  There was very little diversity, but yet, the company always talks 
about diversity.  But I say, yeah, well, ok you talk about diversity, but 
I’m not seeing it.  So, if you’re somebody that’s showing that you’re 
wanting to be diverse, then, let us see it and not just talk about it.   

African American man, early 40s 

 
 

I think it’s good, but a lot of people just do that kind of stuff to sell.  You 
know what I mean, to sell their product.  I’ve seen these types of 
McDonalds commercials and commercials that they think that uh, that 
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helps to get our attention.  But detergent is not too…you know it’s not 
like you can go broke on buying detergent or anything, but I just think 
it’s just to catch the um, you know they want different ethnics, so they 
trying to get attention more with the commercials.   

African American woman, mid 30s 

 
 

My honest opinion--just like I was saying about the detergent, if it’s 
good, it’s good.  If the company is good, then it really doesn’t matter, I 
don’t think you have to advertise that you have a diverse employee 
pool because if the company is this good as far as being diverse, then 
it’s going to show.  And a lot of times, word of mouth is better than an 
ad.  I question….you’ve got to make a point?  You’ve got to advertise 
that you’ve got this cultural diversity in your company?  I would wonder 
what started that and why.  Maybe that’s just my way of thinking, but, I 
would wonder, what’s the motive behind it…what was the motivation, 
what’s driving this ad.  What’s your motive?  I’m fine with the models, 
the models are fine, but this group of people says this (points to the 
copy).  You have to say it?  I’m sorry.  I’m sorry.  Some things you 
don’t have to say and if you say them, sometimes that’s more 
detrimental than not saying it.  Especially when race is concerned.  
You don’t have to advertise that you’re a diverse company, if you are a 
diverse company…(Laughs) Like, just with my job alone.  My job can’t 
say we’re diverse because we have one African American man, one 
African American female, one Latino male.  For them to say that we’re 
a diverse company would be a slap in our face…in minorities’ face 
because it’s not a diverse place.  It’s run by-- as it stands right now, 
there’s more white men (emphasis on white and then men) than 
anybody.  And then, the next majority are white women and then 
because there are two African Americans, we’re next, and then there’s 
one Latino.  

African American male, early 40s 
 
 

On a separate note, some informants both African American and Latino, 

showed skepticism toward any ad and distrusted corporate America and 

advertisers completely.  There was a thought that Anglos used institutions and 

media to further privilege over society and dominance.  This is highlighted below. 
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I’m a person who was diagnosed with type two diabetes.  I struggle 
with accepting the criteria especially when they say African 
Americans are more prone to this than anybody else.  I struggle 
with that because it always seems that we’re the ones that are on 
the tail end of everything.  Why is it that we always have to have 
these high incidents with these different diseases and disorders or 
whatever you want to call it.  So, every time I see minorities I think, 
here we go again.  So I don’t believe that it’s true.  I think a lot of 
these things are set up by whites for a lot of different reasons.  
Some of those reasons would be to alter--sometimes we read into 
things too much and sometimes I think when you hear all these 
things, it becomes subconscious, then it becomes conscious, and 
then has a way of making you become inferior in a sense.  A race 
of people inferior.  .And I don’t ever want to feel that way.  You are 
inferior to people who don’t have high incidents of all these different 
things…and who are those people?  They always look like 
Caucasians.  I mean, that’s the message that I always receive.  
They are Caucasians based upon what you read and what you 
hear, and what you see on TV.  

African American male, late 30s 
 
 
Involvement 

African American and Mexican informants also shared common responses 

when discussing involvement.  The race of models or uses of cultural cues in 

socially responsible ads for high involvement products did not matter as much as 

product information about the high involvement product.  Both groups of 

informants wanted to know more information about the car and high definition 

television instead of learning about how the car company supports families and 

education or how the high definition television helped the environment.  

Informants wanted to know about the characteristics and benefits of the high 

involvement products.  However, informants thought it was good that the high 
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Involvement companies supported the community and were socially responsible, 

but this did not motivate them to buy or effect purchase intention.  However, it did 

create a more positive impression in terms of the advertisers’ community or 

public relations activities, which could benefit the company later in terms of social 

capital and fending off boycotts by ethnocentric organizations (Robinson, 1994).   

The race of the model, cultural cues, and socially responsible messages 

are usually important in low involvement product advertising, however, in the 

current economy, purchase intentions aren’t overwhelmingly affected by use of 

diverse models, models of same race, and copy about socially responsible 

messages.  However, informants do notice a brand’s efforts and respect 

company more.  For instance, an informant earlier said she used Tide and liked 

the benefits of the product over others and would not simply buy the product 

because of the models and cues that spoke to her culture.  However, she said 

she would stop buying tide if she thought they were discriminatory or not 

sensitive to people of color.  This suggests that the ethnic ad may not spur new 

purchases, but encourages consumer loyalty for this consumer.  These ads may 

take dissonance away from repeat purchases and build social capital with ethnic 

communities and the organizations that promote their well being (i.e. civil rights 

organizations).   

 Another informant discussed how the messages about diversity and the 

images of other Mexicans in the detergent ad may not influence her purchase 

decisions as she said: 
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I like this ad too.  I think it’s attractive.  I think that it’s very true.  
And the message to sell that detergent [about celebrating diversity 
and inclusion], I mean that’s kind of cool.  Again the fact of children 
and families showing the loving and expectation of the new baby 
and the kid tasting the cereal or whatever he’s eating…I don’t know 
if you’re trying to tell me because of this detergent it’ll do a lot for 
everybody.  I don’t know if I’d buy that.  I don’t know if I’d try it or 
not…I like again seeing the different ethnic diversities in the ad.   

Mexican woman, late 70s 
 

Spanish, sí o no? 

 One ad in the African American treatment included a Spanglish headline 

and a few Spanish words in the ad copy.  Most of the informants stumbled over 

the Spanish words.  Some skipped the ad all together and did not remember it at 

all when we reviewed the ads one at a time.  However, even with the recent 

debate about English being Iowa’s official language, most of the informants were 

not offended to see Spanish.  They simply said that they thought the ad wasn’t 

targeted to them and continued on to the next article and ad.  Two informants 

expressed negative feelings about seeing the ads.  Some of the responses are 

provided in the passages below: 

 

[I feel] like I don’t know what it’s talking about.  (Laughs.)  I would 
be wondering why it’s in this ad or I really wouldn’t even read it 
because I think it would be…’cause you know, when I looked at this 
and I seen miss hee-hos (mis hijos), I thought I wasn’t going to 
even look at this because I thought it was gone be in Spanish so 
ain’t no sense for me even looking at this.  But then when I looked, 
then I seen it was in English then.  If something was in Spanish in 
the ad, I wouldn’t even look at it. 

African American woman, late 50s 
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I think uh, the larger society tries to convince us that there’s 
competition.  I don’t see much competition as the pundits and the 
newspapers would say because I don’t see young African 
Americans or even old African Americans clamoring to get the jobs 
that are currently occupied by many uh, Latino, Spanish-speaking 
people….[If I saw a local ad in Spanish] I would just say that ad 
respects the Spanish speaking population in Des Moines and in 
Iowa.  I think publications should respect people that are in the 
populous. 

African American man, late 60s 

 

Another informant had a harsher opinion about the use of Spanish as she 

discussed her least favorite ad.  Her husband had just returned from a two year 

tour of duty in the war in Iraq, as a member of the Army National Guard.  She 

was nervously contemplating new orders for his return for another two years as 

she expressed the following pro-American sentiments: 

 

Uh, this little thing here.  This little car education thing.  I’m just 
thinking here uh, first of all, it’s a foreign car…hello, we are 
Americans and why are we giving the Sanchez family some money 
for education?  Who are they?  I don’t know.  I just didn’t want to 
read all this.  I’ll tell you that right now.  I was kind of like, I think 
English is the first language of America and I did not want to see 
mis he-hos (stumbling over the words), whatever.  I think, because I 
know a little Spanish, I kind of know what they are saying, but what 
about the other consumers that are like, what’s a mis he-hos?  I 
know I’m saying it wrong, but, you know.  Oh, am I racist?  (She 
says self consciously).  I just wondered, ‘cause, man.  I don’t know, 
I think….(pauses) I don’t know (high inflection in voice).   

African American woman, late 30s 
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Knowledgeable about marketing and brands 

 A final common observation made by informants in both groups revealed a 

sophistication of informants, regardless or age, race, gender, education level or 

income level.  Both groups were sophisticated consumers who understood that 

they had the power to buy or not to buy.  They also used marketing terms usually 

taught in a Marketing Principles 101 class at a university and they understood 

and applied the concepts and terms to their experience.  They used the words 

marketing, advertising, targeting, target marketing, and target market correctly.  

They also expressed when they think the ad copy promised too much or when 

the advertisers were trying to sell diversity just to solicit their good will and to 

bank to their dollars. 

These informants were also very brand conscious.  Many commented that 

familiar brand names weren’t on the generic or fictitious products, services or 

companies.  Some expressed apprehension in buying, trying or using the product 

because it wasn’t a familiar brand name.  Even in a tighter economy in Des 

Moines, no informant asked about price and if the new brand’s price was lower 

than brands they recognized.  Some of the informants’ brand conscious 

comments are transcribed below: 

Some of this advertising in here, that must be down from Texas or 
something I’ve never seen this milk before or that detergent.  But 
what I like about it though… 

African American man, late 40s 
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Again it’s a minority and Tucan milk.  Have you ever heard of that 
milk? 

Mexican woman, late 70s 
 
 

A few informants did, however, express brand loyalty to low involvement 

brands they already knew and used.  They were hesitant to try the new fictitious 

brands because they said they needed to stay with their brands so they wouldn’t 

waste money.  Others thought the high involvement products were not even 

within reach as one African American informant said, “because you know, poor 

people (Laughs) can’t afford that stuff.  I mean you know, it would be something I 

would just look…because it would be beyond my, uh, purchase power.  I mean I 

don’t care what brand it was.”  Later, this informant expressed more below when 

asked if she would buy one of the new brands in the magazine: 

 

Not really.  If it don’t work, if it don’t clean, I ain’t using it.  I don’t 
care how diverse.  I mean, ‘cause you know, hey, I ain’t got money 
to waste.  You know, I could acknowledge that this company is 
doin’, but if it ain’t cleanin’ like it says, then no.  Laughs.  Maybe I’ll 
try it once, but it wouldn’t be because it’s diverse.   

African American woman, late 50s 
 

 

Distinctiveness Within Groups and Competitiveness 

In keeping with McGuire’s (1978) Distinctiveness Theory, each group was 

distinctive to the use of people of their racial group in the ads.  African Americans 

were salient to the use of African American models and cues, while Mexicans 

were salient to the use of Mexican models and cues.  Although Latinos can be of 
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any race, none of the Mexican informants said that any of the African American 

models in the ads were Latino and none discussed salience because of this 

linkage.  In fact, a few informants said that ads with the other group were not 

targeted to them, while others said that as a person of color, they were.  

Comments that show an in-group bias where they are distinctive mostly or only to 

their racial group are highlighted in the passages below: 

 

It would be nice to see, I suppose if you are reading it, if you are an 
ethnic diversity, it would be nice to see your own--your own ethnic 
personality being in the ad. 

Mexican woman, 70s 
 
 

Well, quite frankly, in Des Moines, if I saw a Latina or Latino 
advertisement geared toward them, I would be sayin’ well, what 
about the Black people?  Come on, it’s just like two people in Iowa.  
Why can’t we have an advertisement?  I would wonder why we 
gear it more towards Latinas than African Americans.  Why?  
Because I would wonder why…(paused) because I was here first 
(ending with an inflection in voice as if it were a question).  Is that 
an honest answer (with some remorse for saying what she actually 
believed)? 

African American woman, late 30s 
 

 
Once again, nobody on this page looks like me, so I’m trying to look 
for something that meets my needs.  So, initially I said, this kid 
looks a little dark, but these kids look about the same.  But I don’t 
see me in the picture.  So I moved on.  It didn’t necessarily matter 
that they were minority at all.  It just didn’t to me.  I was looking for 
something I could identify with, you know.  I could identify with 
someone that would be African American.  Even if they were darker 
people and it was in Spanish, it wouldn’t  be something I identify 
with because I don’t speak Spanish.  I would think that it wouldn’t 
be targeted to me…that’s what I would think.  I would just go by and 
I wouldn’t buy it.  I wouldn’t buy it.  

African American male, late 30s 
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It should also be noted that as some informants scanned the ads, they 

personally identified with some of the models in the ads because they said they 

looked like people in their families or made comments that models looked like 

their friends or reminded them of relationships with their sisters.  Some of the 

informants even looked long and hard at photos to see if the photo really was a 

friend of family member.  This showed distinctiveness within the in-groups as 

well.  This was partially similar to Con’s (2007) conclusions about in-group bias 

by Latinos when evaluating racially mixed visuals. 

However, as discussed earlier in this paper, the groups were also salient 

to the other group because both were numerical rarities in a majority white city 

and state.  But, it should be noted that each group referred to the other as 

outsiders by using words like “they” and “them.”  This is illustrated below: 

 
I’ve seen some African Americans and Hispanics and they are 
friends, ‘cause I have a couple of ’em that I get along with 
so…(pause) I don’t know the answer to that.  You see the ones I 
work with, we work together, and I really don’t know because I 
haven’t worked with anyone outside anywhere else.   

African American Woman, 30s 
 
 

Meanwhile, as they referred to others within their shared racial group, they 

used distinctive words like “we” and “our.”  However, when referring to people of 

color in general, both groups used the collective “we”--a new type of panethnicity 

(Lopez & Espiritu, 1990).   
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Dual, Triple & Quadruple Racial Identities 

Many of the responses from the Mexican informants supported the 

literature reviewed and theory in Chapters two and three.  First, in this 

Midwestern section of the country, the majority of African American and Mexican 

informants used the word “Latino” when discussing ethnicity verbally.  When 

allowed to self identify their ethnicity and race on the demographic survey, they 

wrote in Latina, Latino and Mexican.  Only three identified themselves as 

Hispanic.  Another identified herself as white and Mexican, and another as 

Mexican, Irish, German, and Swedish--both informants would view themselves 

as a white Latinas by their responses.  However, verbally in interviews, when 

most informants discussed their race, they did not identify as Mexican, but as 

Latino--pairing themselves with other Latino groups.   

This is an interesting finding in that it shows that the informants had a 

triple identity or quadruple racial identity.  Some informants had a triple racial 

identity as a person of color, a Mexican, and a Latino.  Others had a quadruple 

racial identity as a person of color, a Mexican, A bi-racial white/Latino, and a 

Latino.  Meanwhile, the majority of African American informants considered 

themselves African American and people of color (a dual identity).   

Earlier one informant discussed this when considering herself more as a 

person of color while discussing why she also refers to herself as a Latina.   

 
[I’m]  Latino because it encompasses a larger group of Spanish 
speaking people from different countries…not just from Mexico, not 
just from, say the Latin American countries itself or the South 
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American countries.  We all speak Spanish, yes, there’s different 
dialects for Puerto Ricans, the Mexicans, the Cubans, for the U.S. 
born Mexicans, the Cubans, but we can all communicate in 
Spanish.  And so, I think it’s for cohesiveness for us to become all 
brothers and sisters by using the term Latinos.  I think so, I think so, 
because you know, I mean, more in number gives you more power.  
So to me, I think that’s important.  Well, I think it gives you political 
power as well as just um, in the government itself in the workings of 
the….you can get a lot more done with the numbers of people.  We 
are strong in numbers. 

Mexican Woman, mid 50s 
 
 

In-group Bias 

Although the informant above sees herself as more within the people of 

color community, she was distinctive and identified with people who are Spanish 

speaking or are of any Latino subculture.  This shows a panethnicity and an in-

group bias.  An in-group bias or distinctiveness with other Latinos regardless of 

subcultures could also present Latinos as competitive with African Americans.  

There is another side of the “strong in numbers” concept presented by 

Latinos.  The other perceived side is that as Latinos grow, their economic, 

political and social power grows over the power of African Americans, the 

previous largest non-white group in the U.S.  This was a point of competition 

discussed by some Latinos and African Americans.  In fact, a few African 

Americans commented that Latinos are receiving more opportunities because 

their numbers are growing faster than the African American population. This is 

illustrated by an African American woman who was upset about colleagues being 

paid more because they are able to translate Spanish for customers:   
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As far as jobs, I would say the Latinas have a little bit of an edge 
here because they are bilingual.  And a lot of jobs you see 
advertised, it says, bilingual’s a plus or something like that.  Like 
the job I work at, they get paid more money if they can interpret, 
just on the side.  Let’s say for instance, I have a customer talking to 
me.  I don’t know what they’re saying.  I know how to say, “Un 
momento por favor” which means just a minute please, and I have 
them to sit down and wait until I can get somebody to come help 
them.  Those people who can come help them get paid more 
money than I do just because they speak another language.  I don’t 
care for that.  I don’t care for that because we’re all working.  It’s 
not like I’m not working…and they’re just working, too.  There is 
something going on there.  Yeah.   

African American woman, late 30s 

 

 A Mexican man talked about how Latino growth in Des Moines has lead to 

opportunities and competitiveness between African Americans and Latinos.  

Early in the interview, he said, “I was able to come into this organization with 

minimal experience and it was due to my ethnicity….I had to bring more to the 

table, but that definitely opened up a lot of doors for me.”  He later explained: 

 
 
I think at this point, educated Hispanics definitely have the upper 
hand because of the lack of professionals that we have in Des 
Moines.  And so, Des Moines has a larger Latino community 
because of a lot of the labor work that is going on.  So you have a 
lot of first time generation families that are here.  So it’s going to 
take a few years, maybe a whole decade before we start getting 
some of those kids who are grown up and encouraged to go to 
school and get an education, so they can start taking a part of the 
professional workforce to start addressing some of the needs of the 
Latino community.  Versus the African Americans,  who--it’s not 
uncommon to meet African Americans with college degrees.  That’s 
the norm.  It’s not the norm to meet too many Hispanics in Des 
Moines with a college degree.  So if we do get ‘em, it’s easier to 
move ‘em around, whether it’s in medical, healthcare, public safety, 
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education-- we need more educated Hispanics in those fields to 
help…to be able to address the Hispanic needs better. 

Mexican man, early 40s 

 

An African American male informant provided deeper insight into feelings 

of competitiveness as the population changes.  In this lengthy passage, the ads 

encourage him to elaborately discuss what several other African Americans 

informants also revealed, along with class issues associated with those feelings: 

 

Once again, I keep going back to this we are diverse, but there is 
no diversity here.  You only see one type of people and as a nation, 
this seems to be our working poor when it comes to blue collar type 
work.  This is our working poor—the Hispanic population—if you go 
to a Burger King or a McDonalds or any kind of physical labor jobs, 
or even if you look at who’s building expressways or landscaping 
whatever, that’s what you see.  So,  I’m always conscious of that, 
because I feel like due to that, as an African American, we are 
being pushed (paused and sighed) aside.  And not even realizing it.  
And not necessarily that it’s their fault, but they were willing to go 
in--this population is willing to go in and do some of that work and 
we say, ‘I don’t want that.  I need $12 an hour—you gone give me 
eight?  I don’t need that.’  You know what I mean?  They say, ‘We 
tight as a family, or as a culture, we can stay ten a house with no 
rent and no costs to us or anything.’  You know what I mean?  We 
[African Americans] trying to be out and work as individuals and I 
often wonder what’s going to happen to us [African Americans] as -
-as a culture in the next 20 years….because of this.  Because it’s 
all about economics.  If you don’t have money in this country, you 
can’t survive.  You’re always the lowest person or people on the 
totem pole and it forces you to do things to survive.  Ultimately 
causes dismantling of families, which we all have seen how rank 
that is, and it causes you to go out and survive and that means 
ultimately doing things that will get you put into a system.  You 
know what I mean?  So it’s all interconnected.  

African American man, late 30s  
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This informant continues, 
 

When I see ads like this, well, this is the direction we’re headed in, 
as far as these are our employees and this is diversity.  You know, 
as a nation, this (Hispanic detergent ad) is diversity.  To me, that’s 
how most of the people want to see it—or the powers that be want 
to see.  Right now, as a country, as far as the powers that be, this 
[Latino] population is less of a threat than we are as African 
Americans.  If we were to come in and do these types of jobs, and 
they would say, ‘This is our workforce.’  Then they would say, ‘I 
don’t know if we could trust them to do this job.  They are going to 
try to get in here and take over.’  With this [Latino] population, they 
manage to slide under radar.  I’ve heard tales enough where they 
[Latinos] say, ‘Ey man, I’ll be good.  I won’t cause a whole lot of 
raucous.  I won’t complain.’  But at the same time, they have a plan.  
You know what I’m saying?  I mean, ‘we’re going to get everyone 
one of these jobs and eventually, we’re not just doing them to make 
a living, we’re working to better our future and eventually we will 
own this stuff and you will eventually be working for us.’  And I 
mean, you can see that in Des Moines.  You can see it all over the 
country.  You can see it in Des Moines as far as businesses, as far 
as…if you look at the globe, as far as economics, they’ve got all 
kinds of businesses.  I’m not jealous or anything (stutters here),  but 
it’s always a nation, wow, they’ve got many at home, but let’s see 
what their doing.  They’ve got a car dealership, they’ve got 
restaurants.  I mean their kids are going to the best schools.  I 
mean they’re doing it all, and that’s because they’re working 
together.  Now, it’s just amazing to me that, man, we [African 
Americans] never figure that out as a people and I think it’s 
because we’re so busy trying to fighting against one another.  We 
don’t stick together like we should.  And that’s something that 
always keeps people--as far as togetherness theory--is when you 
pit black against black and you don’t have to worry about them, 
while they’re over there fighting each other, we can be over here, 
building an empire.  And that’s kind of what they [Hispanics] are 
doing.   

African American male, late 30s 
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The above quote provides a deep seeded context for how some African 

American informants see population growth and change.  Also, discussions of 

this growth revealed that Latinos are gaining more pride in their culture.  

Sometimes this pride can also be perceived as competitiveness.  This is 

illustrated below by a fiery dialogue with a Mexican woman in her mid 50s who 

immigrated to the U.S. 8 years ago: 

 

Well, again, if you’re targeting African Americans, you’ll be ok I 
guess.  If in a magazine targeted to Latinos, I don’t think you will 
get them at all.  You need to identify yourself with somebody.  You 
have to--in some way.  And the way I say, minorities, we don’t 
identify—I don’t identify –well, I do, but usually you don’t identify 
with another minority.  We are very separate groups, traditionally.  
Uh, It’s bad, just like I say, Mexico they gave us this image of White 
people and I think with the African Americans, most of the people 
wants to be like white people.  I think this is throughout Latin 
America and I see that with also African Americans.  I mean they 
say you speak English, you are perfect.  Oh you’re white, oh, you’re 
perfect.  You got blue eyes, oh, you’re perfect.  And people go 
[crazy] for that.  So maybe they will identify more with white people.  
I’m not saying me, because I won’t (pause) at all, but other people 
will identify more if they want to be more like the white people that 
is there…maybe…Again, it goes a lot in some in Mexico and in 
Latin America, for a long time, we, they, all the ads—most of us 
were all dark skin, but all the models in all the ads was white.  So, 
they gave us that image of white is pretty.  Um, when I started 
growing up and reading more, I was like, I like my culture, I like my 
dark skin, I like everything about my culture and why are they doing 
this, no?  I think, just now, they are starting to change that.  Like, 
feel more proud of ourselves and our roots.  But, again, it all 
depends on the level of education…how much you read and your 
consciousness…We need to go back to our roots.  I think so.  And 
many people keep saying, why we keep idolizing the states and 
white people?  Why if we have our own things.  I do see it.  I think 
it’s very good they are targeting the Latino community.  I mean it’s 
huge and the power that-- the economic power that we have is very 
very strong.  And there is some people doing it.  We have our own 
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channels that are in Spanish with all Latino people and that’s very 
smart.  I think that’s great.   

 

 

Again, each group has definite perceptions about the other group and 

economic power and competition.  One common thread is that both groups of 

informants with similar views see Anglos as having the primary power to affect 

images of their groups and other people of color and the power to provide or take 

away opportunity.   

Some of these comments reflect literature about competitiveness arising 

between the two groups as there is a perceived scarcity of resources as in Meier, 

McClain, Polinard, and Wrinkle (2004).  Resources discussed here are mainly 

jobs, civil rights, and support for businesses.   

 

CLASS Bias (In-group bias on another tier) 

The results also revealed a class bias.  Some informants were aware of 

class within ads and evaluated them quickly.  Most informants, regardless of 

race, immediately scanned the ad for the class of the people of color.  Some 

indicated that they cared how outsiders (mostly Anglos) viewed images of their 

group and other people of color.  As Davila (2001),Craig (1991), and Rodriguez 

(1997) write, ethnic marketers and advertisers usually run ads that exhibit middle 

class lifestyles and aspirations.  Although this is a criticism of ethnic marketing, 

informants, regardless of race, said they valued the use of middle class images 
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in the ads.  In fact, they wanted to see models aspiring to be upwardly mobile, 

and positive images and messages of their group and of other people of color. 

This feeling may be to negate historical and common place negative images of 

people of color in media (Kern-Foxworth, 1995; Wilson & Gutierrez, 1995).  

Some of their comments are printed below. 

After evaluating the Tucan Milk ad, two African American informants 

assumed the ad was a public service announcement for a governmental social 

service because it featured two very indigenous-looking Mexican girls. They said 

that the ad, that was selling milk, looked like it was for low income people on 

welfare. A few informants shared this interpretation.  This opinion and 

appreciating middle class images in the ads are illustrated below as one of the 

informants said:   

 

Sometimes I think it’s a little slam, like if they are trying to sell some 
governmental products like WIC or something (sarcastic) geared 
toward minorities.  It’s like a shot in the arm.  I don’t like that at all 
because I just don’t feel like we have to have that type of…oh how 
can I put this?  We have to have this type of information marketed 
to us on a regular basis.  It’s kind of like we need you to consider 
WIC because you need WIC.  It’s kind of like a revolving circle I 
think.  You know what I mean?  You hear it.  You see it all the time.  
But it’s not just targeting.  It goes a little beyond targeting.  You 
don’t know what that does to me.  I think it’s a little offensive.  I 
can’t really tell you in words how I feel when I hear it on the radio or 
see it in an ad.  But it depends on what the product is.  I really enjoy 
it if it’s positive like I just got a Disney brochure with a Black family.  
I really like it if it’s something geared toward my family and it’s a 
positive.  But you think of some governmental programs as a 
negative…I like the positive aspects of the Black family shown in 
the laundry detergent ad, rather than (in a sarcastic voice) a 
disparaging drama like some little kid’s momma trying to wash 
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some blood out [with the detergent] because of a drive by.  (Laughs 
for 6 seconds and I do too.  I apologize.) 

African American woman, 30s 

 

A middle class Mexican informant discusses class issues and perceptions about  

African Americans and class below. 

 
I know for a fact that there are some Mexicans that look down on 
maybe some Mexicans that don’t have any education.  And I would 
be willing to bet that the Blacks are maybe the same way.  And this 
is only first hand because I’ve seen the way they talk about each 
other.  Yet, I know that they would never allow someone not of their 
own race to talk to that individual as they speak to them.   

Mexican woman, 70s 

 

Just as the African American informants revealed that they separated 

themselves from the Sudanese immigrants in the city and some of the lower 

income African Americans who relocated to Des Moines after the devastation of 

Hurricane Katrina moved them out of New Orleans, Louisiana, in some cases, 

there was a class separation between new Mexican immigrants that were blue 

collar workers, and Mexicans whose families had lived in the United States for 

over five generations.  Although, it should be noted, that there was still empathy 

over immigrants who were arrested and detained during the raids.  

This concept was discussed with a mid-30 year old Mexican male 

informant after earlier discussing how he didn’t like how the images in the 

Mexican detergent ad looked like all blue collar workers.  He said, 
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I don’t think it got my attention because it was about detergent.  I 
think, especially right now being in Iowa and with a lot of the INS or 
a lot of deportation going on, I see that as….every time I see 
something with Latinos…like this guy, he doesn’t know if he’s a 
white collar worker.  It gives you the impression that he’s a blue 
collar worker.  This guy gives the impression of being a blue collar 
worker.  So by looking at this right away, it gives me the impression 
that they are talking about something completely different than 
detergent.  With INS, it could be about maybe somebody writing an 
article about how too many illegal immigrants taking up jobs or 
committing crimes, or definitely a negative article.  I just wouldn’t 
think it’s about detergent.  Maybe it’s because I’m conscious of the 
topic that it would be expected, that that would maybe something 
that would come up.  It’s not persuading me to buy the detergent.  I 
have no interest in clothes detergent.  It captures may attention 
more than the African American one because I keep thinking it 
could be another negative article about illegal immigrants.   

 

 

The informant made this passing statement at the very end of the 

interview: 

I never grew up in Mexico.  If you were to take me to Mexico, I 
wouldn’t understand the culture--Mexican culture.  I wouldn’t 
understand too much because I never grew up there.  So, just like 
the Spanglish, I’m more Americanized even though my appearance 
and everything would lead you to believe that I’m 100% Mexican.  
So when you have 2 worlds, the Mexican crowd that just got here, 
who hasn’t been here for many years--just recently got here, and 
you have second, third, fourth generations of Mexicans here that 
are really more Americanized.  Does that make sense?  So I think if 
you want to get the attention of Mexicans who just recently got here 
in the states, definitely more pictures will be more appealing.  If you 
want to target the more Mexican Americans that have been here for 
many generations, the title has to get us.  It has to be something 
that is interesting and that’s what has to grab us versus the 
pictures.  Does that make sense?   
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As a special note, the 100% Mexican comment was interesting to me and 

as I talked to other Mexicans throughout this process, I noticed as some other 

Mexicans discussed Anglos and African Americans, they called them Americans, 

but as they discussed Mexicans as a whole in America, very seldom did they 

refer to them as Americans.  Some Mexicans indicated, by their word choices, 

that they wanted a separation between themselves and lower class Mexican 

immigrants. A few times, they also referred to themselves as Mexican American 

to show the separation, although all immigrants are not undocumented and some 

are American citizens.   However, many of these “Mexican Americans” still 

exhibited a distinctive kinship with new immigrants because they shared the 

same race and ethnicity.    

The previous passage also indicated that class and current events (like 

the Mexican worker raids and English as Iowa’s official language debate) are 

commonly on the minds of both African American and Latino informants.  This is 

further shown when an African American informant discussed opportunity as 

pictured in the ads and related them to Des Moines: 

 

I really don’t know about that because of with this immigration stuff 
happening now, Blacks probably have more over the Mexicans now 
because they are deporting so many people back to Mexico. 

African American woman, 30s 
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Chapter Summary 
 

This chapter illustrated that although there is some social and political 

stress between African Americans and Mexicans, many view themselves 

collectively in the people of color community.  Because of this, the informants 

have another less investigated racial identity.  The two groups are distinctive, but 

class introduces another divide--one within each studied racial group.   

This chapter also revealed that the use of Spanish and ethnic models is 

construed as valuing each segment of color, rather than just marketing to them.  

Ethnic consumers see this and pay attention to images of themselves and other 

people of color in ads because they are sophisticated consumers of media and 

products.  When the African American informants saw Spanish, they were not 

usually offended, they just moved to the next ad, knowing that the Spanish ad is 

not targeted to them.   

Lastly, distinctiveness occurs, but a Black-Brown divide exists because of 

how the different groups perceive how the other perceives them.  This perception 

can be reshaped by on-going personal relationships with the other group (Blair, 

2002).  Also, this perception and access to opportunity is commonly believed to 

be controlled by the majority race.  Thus, there is an ethnic backlash against 

using white people in ethnic media and ads, unless the message is about a 

company supporting a diverse workplace.  
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Chapter Six 
Conclusions and Limitations  

 
 

To conclude this study, the overarching research question will be 

answered below: 

 

Overarching Research Question: 

Do spontaneous responses to advertising targeted to African-American and 

Mexican consumers indicate Black-Brown collective distinctiveness or Black 

versus Brown competition on a micro level? 

 

Final Answer 

The majority of the Mexican and African American informants did deliver 

spontaneous responses that reflected salience with the other group. Each group 

tended to scan the ads’ photos to discern the races of models and to see how 

ethnic models in ads were treated.  Although both groups did not necessarily 

have a relationship as a whole with each other, they still reflected attitudes of 

distinctiveness with the other group because they overwhelmingly considered 

themselves as members of a broader people of color community in a city and 

state where they are the numerical rarity. As African Americans see themselves 

as a part of a people of color community, they exhibit a dual racial identity.  A 

people of color identity also leads Mexicans to having a triple or quadruple racial 

identity.  A part of the middle class Mexican identity was to separate themselves 
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from lower class newer Mexican immigrants, while still feeling a kinship with this 

group. These class separations may also be one reason for expanding from 

one’s own stigmatized community of only particular their race of just few numbers 

and aligning with a greater number in a people of color community that includes 

many races of non-whites people.   

Informants also said that a growth in the collective ethnic community 

provides political, economic, and social opportunities to their particular racial 

group.  Many of the informants reported having on-going personal relationships 

with members of the other ethnic group, and this showed in favorable, less 

competitive responses because on going relationship affected how the 

informants viewed the other group. Again, this is in keeping with Blair (2002).  

However, there were also some competitive responses because of 

perceived competition for resources and how each group perceives how the 

other group perceives them. Members of each group thought that Anglos 

contributed to how the groups perceived each other competitively, held their 

society’s power, and developed and perpetuated negative media images of non-

whites.  Because of this, many times informants exhibited distrust for some ad 

messages and an ethnic backlash against the use of Anglo images in ethnic 

media, except for socially responsible ads that talked about valuing diversity in 

the workplace.  In these diversity ads, the informants thought the ads could not 

reflect true diversity without white people in them. 
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In this Midwestern setting, the majority of African Americans didn’t 

necessarily feel that Spanish language advertisements offended them, but they 

said that they knew the ad wasn’t targeted to them.  African Americans also 

reflected empathy for detained Mexican undocumented immigrants and were 

protective of negative images of Mexicans and other people of color in ads. The 

Mexican informants appreciated Spanish in the ads and saw the use of Spanish 

or Spanglish as a sign of corporate respect for their culture, rather than target 

marketing.  Also, these consumers, regardless of age, race, socio-economic 

status or education were very sophisticated in terms of understanding marketing 

terms, the marketing process, and how their power and opportunity was tied to 

their spending power, value as consumers, and population numbers. 

Because of negative images in media, past and present, informants 

preferred to see middle class images and images that showed models aspiring to 

be middle or upper middle class instead of working class.  They also reacted 

positively to images that looked like their friends and family members. 

Finally, in the present down-turning economy, the informants appreciated 

the use of ethnic models in the ads and valued the use of them, however, this 

diversity would not necessarily lead them to purchase a high or low involvement 

product. Both groups were very brand conscious and preferred brand named 

products they were familiar with and that they knew would work without wasting 

money in a trial.  Sampling is a good alternative for new products and new 

brands with these markets. 
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In conclusion, to answer the research question, a Black-Brown divide only 

presented itself when it came to a perceived scarcity and competition for 

resources, especially jobs.  Otherwise, for the most part, Mexicans and African 

Americans were distinctive in observations and value for society’s and 

advertisers’ positive treatment of the other group.  This contrast with Cano’s 

(2007) study is most likely explained by this study taking place in Iowa, where 

African Americans and Mexicans are numerical rarities, as opposed to Florida, 

where Latinos have a larger population and where there are more established 

immigrants who are not familiar with African Americans’ history of Civil Rights 

struggles in the U.S. (Vaca, 2004).  

 

Limitations of Study 

 All readers of this study should understand that geography, and population 

within that geographic area, class, and immigrant status, play major roles in how 

Latinos and African Americans view their worlds, relationships and 

advertisements with mixed race models and cues.  This study was conducted in 

the Midwest and different results would most likely occur in a Hispanic or Latino 

majority populated area, as was the case in the Cano (2007) study.  Immigrations 

status was not a variable explored in this study.  Also, although income was 

captured in the demographic survey responses, class was not.  

 This study was very comprehensive, but because of the 31 interviewees, it 

cannot be generalized to all Latinos and African-Americans.  It is a snapshot in 
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time—especially considering constant news of immigration raids and Mexicans 

taking jobs and resources running in popular media and the English only debate 

in Iowa.  Also, the researcher was African-American, and her presence may have 

skewed results to African-Americans who may think they are expected to answer 

in a certain way, or may have been apprehensive about sharing their true 

attitudes.  The same is true for the Latino interviewer with the Latino market. 

 Another limitation is that many of the informants were women.  This may have 

skewed results and may affect results in a future replication of this study because 

more men may provide another perspective because of a different male 

experience.  For instance, if men assume a role of family provider, and have to 

compete for jobs with the other group (Latinos versus African Americans and 

African Americans versus Latinos), they may have a different opinion.  Also, 

feelings of being a stigmatized ethnic male (white and Harkins, 1994) and 

feelings of discrimination may come into play in conversations. 

 Another limitation is that the photos of models were checked in a pretest by 

six people, but perhaps they should have been tested among a larger number of 

respondents to make sure that the Mexican models in the ads were widely 

recognized as Mexican and not confused as Anglos or middle eastern models by 

the African American informants. 
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Chapter Seven 

Recommendations 
 

This study has theoretical, academic, as well as practitioner/managerial 

and political implications that lead to solid recommendations.  This study opens 

doors to new areas to study and practice of ethnic marketing, advertising, and 

communication as the U.S. population changes and the United States of America 

adopts more of a global economy.   

 

Academic and Theoretical Recommendations for Future Research 

This study offers new insight into looking at distinctiveness and racial 

identity, and the notion of an in-group in a new light (as people of color, as middle 

and lower class, as immigrant versus several generations in the U.S., etc). This 

provides grounds to build new theory and to reexamine existing theory.   It 

provides a fresh platform to study the ever changing and growing ethnic market 

in new and different angles.  This study should be completed in different parts of 

the country and perhaps a quantitative study could be completed to further 

generalize the findings.  Areas where people of color are not numerical rarities 

should also be studied to compare results. 

 Class, age, socio-economic status and new immigrant, versus several 

generations in the U.S., versus U.S. born informants should also be studied as 

separate groups.  This study could be used as a catapult to new and different 
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research on ethnic markets and the ethnic marketing process.  Some study ideas 

are included below.  Since more studies are needed to fill the void of studying 

ethnic markets, both qualitative and quantitative studies should be completed, 

however, qualitative studies would bring richer explanation for causation and 

greater depth to this process.  

 

1. Why do people see themselves as a part of a people of color community?  

Could this be a class issue because people don’t want to be identified as a 

part of a small stigmatized group? 

 

2. Why did Mexicans expand identity to other Latin American countries for 

survival and how do different generations of the Latino community feel 

about it? 

 

3. What are ethnic consumers’ purchase intentions and how does price and 

consumer loyalty affect brand choices? 

 

4. What would Latino and African American consumers say they have in 

common? 

 

5. What is the ethnic high income vs. low income shopping experience like?  

Does this say anything about equality in the U.S.? 
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6. What are the differences in ethnic identity and distinctiveness across 

subcultures and within Latino majority cities, versus Latino minority cities? 

 

7. What is the depth of an ethnic backlash against use of white models in 

ethnic or shared media? 

 

8. How do historical stereotypes affect opportunity and consumer racial 

profiling today?   

 

9. What are race source effects of using Anglos in ethnic media? 

 

10. What are innovative ways to present public health and social service 

messages without alienating the targeted ethnic audience? 

 

Should an academic seek to execute this study again, I suggest that he or 

she find a way to teach informants the difference between ads and articles. 

This was a problem not accounted for in the initial pretests of the stimuli.  Also 

future researchers should not make the articles so interesting that informants 

want to spend lot of time talking about the articles.  They could also take the 

ads out of the context of a magazine and just use the ads.  Another 

suggestion for this or a similar study would be that although the transcription 

process is tedious and time consuming, I fully recommend that the actual 
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researcher transcribe each tape to hear the nuances, dialects, types of 

language, words used, and voice inflections.  This process also makes the 

researcher almost able to recite the interviews with the tapes and helps with 

the process of developing the categories and organizing data. 

 

Managerial/Practitioner Recommendations 

When Mexicans and African Americans are numerical rarities in their cities or 

states they may have different reactions to ads featuring the other group.  This 

insight should promote testing of messages in different geographic areas and 

would help professionals in the field to understand how Mexicans and African 

Americans may elaborate or process messages.   

First, managers and marketing and advertising practitioners should also know 

that people of color scan ads for images of themselves and other people of color 

and to determine treatment of any non-white group. This should be considered in 

message choice, models and in cases where employees are used as models.  

Thus, this also affects hiring and promotion practices.  

One major finding is that when planning strategy, it is not enough to just run 

ads with brown or black models or to consider ethnic subgroup (Jamaicans, 

Africans, African Americans, Cubans, Mexicans, Argentineans, Dominicans, 

Costa Rica, Columbians, etc).  Marketers and advertisers must also consider 

class and geographical segmentation.  If the targeted African American or Latino 

group is a numerical rarity in a city or state, there may be more distinctiveness 
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between groups.  The groups may even look for the other group to be included in 

ads, collateral materials, and other marketing messages--if not in the same ad, 

then at least the same magazine. 

Thus, marketing to Mexicans in Des Moines should be very different than 

marketing to the Mexicans in San Antonio or Miami, where Latinos are the 

majority in the city.  Marketing to African Americans in Des Moines should also 

be very different than marketing to African Americans in Atlanta or Washington, 

D.C., where they are the majority in the city. 

Practitioners should also be familiar with current events in the area because 

ethnic consumers view ads also through a news and current event filter.  

Managers, advertisers and markets, should also know that although middle class 

Mexicans and African Americans may seek to separate themselves from being 

categorized with undocumented immigrants, indigenous-looking, or new lower 

income Mexican American citizens, they still have empathy and a distinctive 

kinship with lower income Mexicans.  There were only a few exceptions to having 

this positive kinship from both groups though.   

Practitioners who develop health and other public service announcements 

should look for new and innovative ways to make ethnic markets aware, because 

standard ads and targeted marketing strategies for health and other social 

service issues may trigger negative reactions.  These negative reactions may 

occur especially when the message about a disease, disease prevention, or a 

product may make people of color seem inferior to the white population. Also 
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relative to Anglos, practitioners should realize that African Americans and 

Mexicans exhibited a provisional ethnic backlash against using Anglo models 

(although Latinos can be of any race) in ethnic media.  Advertisers should never 

place ads with white models in ethnic media unless the message is about a 

diverse workplace. 

In terms of involvement, advertisers and marketers should understand that 

the race of the model, cultural cues, and socially responsible messages are 

usually important in low involvement product advertising, however, in the current 

down-turning economy, purchase intentions aren’t overwhelmingly affected by 

use of diverse models, models of same race, and copy about socially responsible 

messages.  However, informants do notice a brand’s efforts and respect the 

company more.  The informants were brand loyal and didn’t want to waste 

money trying new products or brands.  For instance, an informant earlier said she 

used Tide and liked the benefits of the product over others and would not simply 

buy the product because of the models and cues that spoke to her culture.  

However, she said she would stop buying tide if she thought they were 

discriminatory or not sensitive to people of color.  This shows that the ethnic ad 

may not spur new purchases, but encourages consumer loyalty.  These ads may 

take dissonance away from repeat purchases and build social capital with ethnic 

communities.  Also, sampling in stores and at events in African American and 

Latino areas could yield new customers. 
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As far as high involvement ads, informants thought it was good that the 

high Involvement companies supported the community and were socially 

responsible, but this did not motivate them to buy or effect purchase intention.  

However, it did create a more positive impression in terms of the advertisers’ 

community or public relations activities, which could benefit the company later in 

terms of social capital and fending off boycotts by ethnocentric organizations 

(Robinson, 1994).   

 The informants, regardless or race, socio-economic status, or education 

level were sophisticated consumers.  They also expressed when they thought the 

ad copy promised too much or when the advertisers were trying to sell diversity 

just to solicit their good will and to secure their dollars.  Managers should know 

that today’s sophisticated consumers can detect when companies are and are 

not honest, genuine or authentic. 

The use of Spanish and merely targeting these consumers made the 

informants feel valued and have hope for better jobs and opportunities.  They 

saw ethnic population growth and their spending power as connected to bettering 

their images in media and opening doors for people of color--especially their 

racial group.  Only a few African Americans expressed displeasure about 

encountering Spanish in their magazine.  This is useful information should 

Spanish speakers need to be targeted in African American/Latino shared 

neighborhoods.    
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Marketers should also complete ethnographic excursions into ethnic 

neighborhoods before developing marketing and advertising materials.  This 

excursion would yield insight into colors, language and slang to use in ad copy, 

and images with which targets would resonate.  If an advertiser could complete 

an ethnographic study of nuances germane (or things that are personally 

relevant) to a particular subgroup/segment within the African American or Latino 

market, then, they could include these nuances as peripheral cues to encourage 

further elaboration of messages in the peripheral route.  They could also use  

ethnographic data to write copy that will encourage elaboration through the 

central route.  They could even use this data to tap into music genres and to 

create jingles that resonate with particular ethnic market segments--other 

peripheral route processing cues.   

These recommendations were spurred from applying the Elaboration 

Likelihood Model of Persuasion to the findings ands observing language and 

dialects used by informants, and from informants’ reactions to photos.  Some of 

the informants said photos in ads captured their extended attention because the 

people looked like a friend and family or reminded them of valued relationships 

(these are cultural cues). If advertising creatives know that people pay attention 

to groups that are considered “stigmatized” (White & Harkins, 1994), then, they 

may use a Black or Latino spokesperson so that Anglo markets don’t turn away 

and others that are distinctive to that spokesperson will also better elaborate the 

message, as suggested by other ELM literature.  
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Political Recommendations 

Politically this study could be seen as advocacy research because it 

explores the political relationships between Latinos and African-Americans and 

the commonly referred to Black-Brown divide.  This body of research could 

support a movement for African Americans, Latinos and other people of color to 

join and form political coalitions to better their images in media, earn equal pay, 

equal resources for their communities, and to make change.   

Through a people of color identity in a capitalistic society, consumers of 

color could combine into a coalition that could change the course of public 

education in ethnic neighborhoods, secure higher education and governmental 

and corporate funding, and change the strained relationship between institutions 

and communities of color.  The latter recommendation was developed from some 

of the male informants’ comments on law enforcement and discrimination in 

government and corporate America.  

This study also found that dealing with race is a daily experience for the 

informants and they commonly discuss it in social circles.  It also found that the 

informants understood the relationship between their numbers, spending power 

and opportunities.  This would be useful research for community organizers, 

politicians, civil rights organizations, and ethnic news reporters and publishers.  
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Appendix A 
Discussion Guides 

 
 

Discussion Questions 

Introduction:  Good afternoon.  I’m __________, and you’re?   Thank you for 

taking time to talk to me about your opinions about parts of the new magazine we 

are testing.  Your opinions are extremely important to me.  Please know that 

there are no right or wrong answers, just your honest responses.  In order for me 

to understand your true reactions and opinions, I need your honest answers as if 

you were talking to a friend.  Don’t worry about offending me because your frank 

feedback will steer me in the right direction.  This research will be used for 

academic purposes only and you will not be identified in the final write up at all. Is 

it Ok if I record your responses so that I don’t miss anything?  This tape will be 

destroyed after I write up your responses. 

Also, please let me know if you are uncomfortable and want to stop at any 

time.  I am also providing you with this consent form.  It has information about the 

person who is supervising my research at the University of Texas in Austin, 

Texas.  This interview should take about 35 to 40 minutes.  Is that all right with 

you?  Let’s begin.   

 

1. Tell me about yourself. 
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2. Are you from Iowa or Des Moines?  If not, where are you from and how 

did you come to move here?  

 

3. What kind of work do you do?  Are there more opportunities here?  

Why or why not?    

 

4. I am going to step out of the room for a little while.  Please take some 

time to look at a portion of the magazine that we will discuss, including 

the advertisements.  I’ll come back in 5 minutes.  Is that OK?  

 

5. Who do you think will read this magazine?  Why?   

 

6. Tell me about the advertisements in this new magazine. 

 

7. What would you think if I said this magazine was made for/targeted to 

you? 

 

8. Which ad that spoke to you more than the others? Why? 

 

9. Which ad spoke least to you?  Why? 

 

(Repeat #10 - #14 for each ad) 
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10. *Let’s look at each ad.  What do you think about this ad?  

 

11. *What do you think about the message in the ad? (Jobs message, 

ethnic supplier message) 

 

12. *What particular thing in the ad/photo captures your attention?  Why? 

 

13. *What would make this ad speak better to you? 

 

14. *Tell me about the race of the model in the ad.  Does the race of the 

model matter when advertising is targeted to you? 

 

15. What do you think about ads with models of many different races and 

messages about supporting diversity?  How does this general 

message make you want to support the advertiser? 

 

16. A:  What would you think if some of the ads were in Spanish in a 

magazine you read?   

 

17. Would you say Hispanics and African-Americans have the same 

opportunity that is demonstrated in some of these ads? 
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18. What is there a relationship between African-Americans and Hispanic 

communities here, since both are minorities?  How do they work 

together or would you say there is a struggle between the groups? 
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Appendix B: 

Quick Demographic Survey (L) 

Please take just a few minutes more to write in or put a check mark next to the best answer. 
 

1. My race is ________________________________.   
 

My ethnicity is______________________________.  
 

2. My gender is:  ___Male  ___Female 
 

3. For the following questions, use the following scale.  Please circle the number that 
describes your feelings. 

 

I have spent time trying to find out more about my ethnic group, such as its history, 
traditions, and customs. 
Strongly agree   Agree   Neutral   Disagree Strongly disagree 

1   2  3  4  5  

I have a strong sense of belonging to my own ethnic group. 

Strongly agree   Agree   Neutral   Disagree Strongly disagree 
1   2  3  4  5  

I understand pretty well what my ethnic group membership means to me. 

Strongly agree   Agree   Neutral   Disagree Strongly disagree 
1   2  3  4  5  

I have often done things that will help me understand my ethnic background better. 

Strongly agree   Agree   Neutral   Disagree Strongly disagree 
1   2  3  4  5  

 
I have often talked to other people in order to learn more about my ethnic group. 

Strongly agree   Agree   Neutral   Disagree Strongly disagree 
1   2  3  4  5  

 
I feel a strong attachment towards my own ethnic group. 

Strongly agree   Agree   Neutral   Disagree Strongly disagree 
1   2  3  4  5  

 

4. My household income is:  
__$0-$10,000  __$11,000-$20,000 __$21,000-$30,000   
__$31,000-$40,000 __$41,000-$50,000 __More than $51,000 

 
10. The total number of people living in my home is: __1-2    __3-4    __5-6   __More than 7 
 
11. The highest level of education that I completed is:   
__No formal school   __Elementary School   __High school  __Some College 
__Associates Degree  __Bachelors    __Graduate school 

 
8. I have close relationships with one or more African-Americans/Hispanics. __Yes __No 
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Quick Demographic Survey (A) 
  

Please take just a few minutes more to write in or put a check mark next to the best answer. 
 

1. My race is ________________________________.   
 
2. My gender is:  ___Male  ___Female 
 
3. For the following questions, use the following scale.  Please circle the number that 

describes your feelings. 

 
I have spent time trying to find out more about my ethnic group, such as its history, 
traditions, and customs. 

Strongly agree   Agree   Neutral   Disagree Strongly disagree 
1   2  3  4  5  

 

I have a strong sense of belonging to my own ethnic group. 

Strongly agree   Agree   Neutral   Disagree Strongly disagree 
1   2  3  4  5  

 
I understand pretty well what my ethnic group membership means to me. 

Strongly agree   Agree   Neutral   Disagree Strongly disagree 
1   2  3  4  5  

 
I have often done things that will help me understand my ethnic background better. 

Strongly agree   Agree   Neutral   Disagree Strongly disagree 
1   2  3  4  5  

 
I have often talked to other people in order to learn more about my ethnic group. 

Strongly agree   Agree   Neutral   Disagree Strongly disagree 
1   2  3  4  5  

 
I feel a strong attachment towards my own ethnic group. 

Strongly agree   Agree   Neutral   Disagree Strongly disagree 
1   2  3  4  5  

 

4. My household income is:  
__$0-$10,000  __$11,000-$20,000 __$21,000-$30,000  __$31,000-
$40,000 

 
__$41,000-$50,000 __More than $51,000 
 
5. The total number of people living in my home is: __1-2    __3-4    __5-6   __More than 7 
 
6. The highest level of education that I completed is:   
__No formal school   __Elementary School   __High school  __Some College 
__Associates Degree  __Bachelors    __Graduate school 
 
7. I have close relationships with one or more Hispanics. __Yes  __No 
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Appendix C: Stimuli Treatments A & L 
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Appendix D: Human Subjects Informed Consent  

 
 
 
 
 

IRB APPROVAL ON: 06/02/2008 APPROVAL ENDS: 05/31/2009 IRB PROTOCOL: 
2008-05-0029  

 
Title:  CAN’T WE ALL JUST GET ALONG:  RESPONSES TOWARD ETHNIC ADVERTISING 
CUES AS INDICATORS OF AN AMERICAN BLACK-BROWN DIVIDE OR DISTINCTIVENESS 

 
Conducted By: Velma A.R. Gooding, of The University of Texas at Austin:  
Department / Office: Advertising  
Telephone: 512-471-1101  
 
You are being asked to participate in a research study. This form provides you with information 
about the study. The person in charge of this research will also describe this study to you and 
answer all of your questions. Please read the information below and ask any questions you might 
have before deciding whether or not to take part. Your participation is entirely voluntary. You can 
refuse to participate without penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. You 
can stop your participation at any time and your refusal will not impact current or future 
relationships with UT Austin or participating sites. To do so simply tell the researcher you wish to 
stop participation. The researcher will provide you with a copy of this consent for your records.  

The purpose of this study is to understand your impressions about the contents of the 
magazine, especially its advertising.  
If you agree to be in this study, we will ask you to do the following things:   Provide your 
honest opinions and impressions  
 
Total estimated time to participate in study is 35 to 40 minutes  
Risks of being in the study  
 
This interview may involve risks that are currently unforeseeable. There are also some 
psychological risks because you are sharing your true feelings and opinions, which may be 
politically incorrect and controversial. Also, you may feel uneasy about expressing yourself. 
These risks are minimal, but there is still a risk. Again, you have the opportunity to opt out of this 
interview. If you wish to discuss the information above or any other risks you may experience, you 
may ask questions now or call Dr. Jerome Williams, Chair of my research committee at The 
University of Texas at Austin’s Advertising Department in the College of Communications, at 512- 
471 7302, or email him at Jerome.williams@mail.utexas.edu or contact Jody Jensen, Ph.D., 
Chair, The University of Texas at Austin Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human 
Subjects, listed at the end of this form.  
 
Benefits of being in the study is help people in education, media, marketing, and in public policy 
positions to understand opinions and attitudes of people of color as the U.S. population changes.  
Compensation:  
 None  
 
Confidentiality and Privacy Protections:  
You will remain anonymous and your responses cannot be associated with you.  
The data resulting from your participation may be made available to other researchers in the 
future for research purposes not detailed within this consent form. In these cases, the data will 
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contain no identifying information that could associate you with it, or with your participation in any 
study.  
 
Any tapes will be destroyed after they are transcribed.  
 
The records of this study will be stored securely and kept confidential. Authorized persons from 
The University of Texas at Austin, members of the Institutional Review Board, and (study 
sponsors, if any) have the legal right to review your research records and will protect the 
confidentiality of those records to the extent permitted by law. All publications will exclude any 
information that will make it possible to identify you as a subject. Throughout the study, the 
researchers will notify you of new information that may become available and that might affect 
your decision to remain in the study.  
 
Contacts and Questions:  
If you have any questions about the study please ask now. If you have questions later, want 
additional information, or wish to withdraw your participation call the researchers conducting the 
study. Their names, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses are at the top of this page. If you have 
questions about your rights as a research participant, complaints, concerns, or questions about 
the research please contact Jody Jensen, Ph.D., Chair, The University of Texas at Austin 
Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects at (512) 232-2685 or the Office 
of Research Support at (512) 471-8871 or email: orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu.  
You will be given a copy of this information to keep for your records 
 
 

IRB APPROVAL ON: 06/02/2008 APPROVAL ENDS: 05/31/2009  
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